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Abstract 
Proficiency in a second language such as English is important in such a hyper-
connected world, as this kind of ability affords an opportunity for people to study and 
work overseas and gain a completely different life experience. One way to sharpen 
second language (L2) proficiency is to read materials that match a (L2) learner’s 
language capabilities. A reliable measure is therefore needed to assess the readability 
of a text, but there have only been a few studies carried out to develop readability 
measures that can help L2 learners find suitable reading materials. The aim of this 
research is to construct such a readability measure for French speakers who view 
English as a second language. This study argues that taking similar words (true 
cognates) from these two languages into account, could result in a competitive 
readability estimation model, since these cognates have already been acknowledged 
by many scholars as an important text feature. This study consists of three major 
parts: 1) Chapter 3 investigates the relationship between sentence difficulty level and 
the word feature of an English-French cognate. Seventeen French participants of this 
research were asked to compare the difficulty levels of sentences, with and without a 
cognate. The results reveal that the sentence difficulty level was not altered by a 
cognate’s length or frequency; 2) Chapter 4 focuses on English-French cognate 
identification without the support from bilingual texts. The experiment indicates that 
an approach integrating word shape similarity and word sense disambiguation 
techniques could find 80% of the true French cognates in English texts; 3) Chapter 5 
proposes a cognate-aware language model to estimate the difficulty of sentences. The 
evaluation based on comparing difficulty levels of pairs of sentences shows that our 
proposed language model is able to give a readability estimation with an overall 
accuracy of 55% for French people, whereas it is around 30% for Chinese people. 
The variation between the two groups indicates that our proposed language model is 
more sensitive to the French group, whose language background has connections 
with English. The outcomes of this study could benefit not only L2 leaners, but also 
language educators in selecting appropriate materials for teaching. However, 
usability studies and the development of such selection tools are outside of the scope 
of this thesis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This study explores the way in which the difficulty levels of two English 
sentences are assessed, by taking English and French true cognates into account. 
Instead of a whole English document, it analyses the effects of a cognate in a single 
sentence and explains how it alters French people’s understanding towards a 
sentence with limited context support. This study is important because few research 
articles have viewed the cognate as a major feature when building readability 
measures. Chapter 1 outlines the background (Section 1.1) of this study, and lists the 
research hypothesis and questions (Section 1.2). The significance of this research and 
the major differences between this study and previous work are also outlined 
(Section 1.3). Finally, it includes an outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis 
(Section 1.4). 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
In this hyper-connected world, the need and desire for learning a foreign 
language such as English has largely increased. The learning process of a new 
foreign language, as Uitdenbogerd (2010) states, can be divided into four aspects: 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. Each can be improved by adapting different 
learning methods. For example, the best way to improve reading skills is extensive 
and intensive reading of books, because the learner is likely to be confronted with 
many unknown words. The reading experience could be improved, if the learners 
were able to understand the majority of the vocabulary in these texts. However, this 
requires a learner to devote a substantial amount of time to reading continuously, but 
it seems very challenging to be able to achieve the goal, even for a learner with 
strong determination.  In order to support language learning, it is important to select 
texts at an appropriate readability level, “difficult enough to trigger the necessary 
learning, but easy enough not to frustrate the learners”, based on Beinborn et al. 
(2014). Even with the support from language educators, it is crucial to find a text that 
meets appropriate criteria regarding the learner’s age, educational and cultural 
background, and linguistic proficiency (Kasule, 2011). If reading texts are too easy, 
learners are unchallenged and bored, and have limited learning outcomes; if the texts 
are too difficult, students may feel frustrated and withdrawn, and again very limited 
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improvement will occur. Optimal learning only occurs when the difficulty levels of 
reading materials are appropriately matched to the learner’s capabilities, and 
consequently, the problem lies in how to assess text readability for second language 
(L2) learners. 
Firstly, it is necessary to understand what readability is. Generally speaking, 
readability reflects the difficulty level of a text, and the higher readability of a text, 
the easier it will be to understand. For example, to a native high-school student, a 
text from a set secondary textbook would have higher readability than a university 
level text. Students would be more familiar with the vocabularies, structures or 
content present in their books, while those in the university texts would be less 
familiar to them. Dale and Chall (1949) gave a more comprehensive definition, that 
“The sum total (including all the interactions) of all those elements within a given 
piece of printed material affect the success a group of readers have with it. The 
success is the extent to which they understand it, read it at an optimal speed, and find 
it interesting”. As a result, the readability not only indicates a difficulty level, but 
also explains the factors making a text easier or harder to read than others (DuBay, 
2004). A large amount of work has been done to estimate readability using various 
factors for native-speakers, from simply using a large vocabulary list, to counting the 
word and sentence length in a text, and finally to employing scientific tools that can 
deeply investigate inside a text structure.  
While readability estimation for native English-speakers has enjoyed a 
considerable success, the estimations for second language learners have received less 
focus. More importantly, it is generally inappropriate to simply apply the methods 
used to estimate readability for native-speakers to the estimation work for L2 
learners. Indeed, the readability estimation for L2 learners is a different task. Drury 
(1985, p.11) remarked that classic readability formulas have some drawbacks, 
especially when used with non-fluent users of English. Carrell (1987) also stated that 
a readability measure, particularly for L2 learners, was necessary to ensure a good 
match between English texts and L2 learners. Furthermore, she also believed that a 
readability measure should be able to consider the syntactic complexity, rhetorical 
organisation, and the learner’s characteristics, such as background and experiences. 
Brown (1998) agreed that in order to successfully estimate readability for L2 
learners, a readability measure should consider the type and function, as well as the 
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frequency of vocabularies of a text. Some scholars have made a contribution to the 
estimation of readability for L2 learners (see section 2.2 for more detailed 
descriptions). Some of them built the readability with surface-level features, whereas 
some of them took deeper variables such as syntactic complexity, text cohesion or 
even learner’s prior knowledge into account. The reason is that unlike native-
speakers, who can learn English grammar through natural interactions, L2 learners 
have to extend more effort to get familiar with the grammar of a foreign language. 
However, it is still believed that the surface feature, especially the vocabulary 
information, has still played an important role in readability estimation for L2 
learners, as they have to deal with new words all the time. This may indicate a key 
point that, in order to ease the burden, the learners will constantly try to build 
connections between the target language and their native language, by looking for 
similar words between them. One of the important similarities is the cognates, the 
words that share a related form with their translation in another language, e.g., 
“ceramic” and “céramique” in French. Some evidence was found by Uitdenbogerd 
(2005) showing that the cognates affect the understandings of French for English 
speakers. Vlachos and Lappas (2011) also acknowledged the facilitation brought 
about by cognates, when they rank German texts for English-speakers. As a result, 
the belief of this research is that such similarity between languages could provide an 
alternative to estimate the English text readability level for French people. Apart 
from the benefits of easing the learning burden, making use of these similarities also 
brings a new approach to assess readability for L2 learners. 
1.2 RESEARCH AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTION 
The aim of our study is to build a measure that takes English-French cognate as 
a major readability factor to estimate English text readability at sentence level for L2 
learners who are native French, in order to find out the cognate impacts on a 
learner’s understanding toward a sentence. This research uses a Statistical Language 
Model (SLM) to give the readability estimation, because the SLM attempts to 
capture regularities of natural language such as word, sentence and some extensions  
of the grammar (bigram, trigram or higher) to improve the performance of natural 
language application. It has been widely used in many scholars’ work to assess the 
readability for both native-speakers and second language learners and provide fairly 
good estimation results (see section 2.3 for details).  
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The SLM will calculate the probability of a sentence to estimate its readability, 
as it is believed that the degree of readability of a sentence is proportionate to the 
likelihood of this sentence being seen by an L2 learner. Generally speaking, a low 
probability of a sentence could mean that some words or phrases within the sentence 
are less likely to be used, and the lower the frequency of these difficult elements the 
harder the whole sentence is to be understood. However, this may not be the case if 
the difficult element is a cognate. A cognate could still be an easy word even if it has 
a low frequency and it does not make a sentence harder to be understood. Therefore, 
we want to prove that the frequency of cognates is not relevant when estimating the 
difficulty of the sentence. In other words, we propose that cognates could be 
excluded when measuring the probability of a sentence based on the frequency of 
words. 
As a result, this research has hypothesised that a statistical language model that 
takes the English-French cognates into account could predict sentence readability 
level for French. It is further hypothesised that cognates should be taken into account 
by being excluded from the measurement process. This study investigates the 
following three research questions (RQs) in order to prove its hypothesis. 
• What happens if a term is similar in the learner’s native language? Will 
learners still feel familiar with it even if the term is rarely used or is a long 
term? (R.Q1) 
• How well can we automatically identify cognates in English texts based on 
their context of use? (R.Q2) 
• To the L2 learners from French, does a statistical language model 
excluding cognates perform better on estimation of sentence readability 
than the one that does not? (R.Q 3) 
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS 
As mentioned earlier, the majority of the approaches were designed for native 
English speakers. A naïve approach to L2 readability could simply apply the existing 
L1 models on learners text to estimate their readability.  Only a few research articles 
have appeared to deal with the readability of English as a second language, and 
articles specifically for L2 learners who are French are even fewer. The goal of this 
research is to build a measure that could estimate the readability of an English text 
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for French readers using Statistical Language Model techniques, and  some key 
differences between this study and previous work in the area are pointed out as 
follows. 
Another interesting point of this research is that, because the method of this 
research takes the learner’s native language (via the presence of cognates) into 
account, new types of text could emerge for practising languages, as it will be 
demonstrated (see Chapter 4) that more technical texts, for example, tend to contain a 
large number of cognates, yet are rarely recognised as accessible for L2 learners. 
But the most significant aspect of this study is that readability prediction is 
given at sentence level instead of text level. The majority of the existing readability 
measures work well when the task is predicting the readability level of an entire 
document. They are not reliable for short texts, especially for a single sentence. 
Sometimes assessing the readability level of a sentence would be desirable for 
specific applications. For example, in the current approaches of text simplification, 
text readability is often measured at the entire document level, while text 
simplification is carried out at the sentence level. For example, the work conducted 
by Aluision et al. (2010), Bott and Saggion (2011) and Inui et al. (2003).  It is not 
always clear how the simplification operations would affect the overall readability 
level of a text, if we separate the readability assessment from simplification 
processes. However, it will not be a problem if the readability assessment is 
conducted at sentence level.  
Testing readability at sentence level also enables us to investigate the localised 
impact of a specific linguistic factor, when so far it has been done at a much broader 
level. Normally, native-speakers have already mastered aspects of their languages 
before attempting to read, so they can still build a representation of a whole text even 
when they encounter some unknown words. L2 learners, on the other hand, are often 
confused about a text because of an unknown word or grammar, and are likely to fail 
to build a representation of the whole text. Therefore, more detailed information 
about the difficult elements in a text needs to be ascertained. This could only be 
achieved by breaking down the whole text into sentences or even smaller units such 
as words (Volodina and Pijetlovic, 2013), and investigating the readability level of 
each individual one. 
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As a result, sentence readability assessment is an open issue which is worth 
being further explored. If the sentence is successfully assessed, an L2 learner can 
directly understand which one is more readable than others, while for a research area 
such as text simplification, it is able to build adaptive bilingual texts for training 
specific models in order to simplify a sentence. To the best knowledge of this 
researcher, the only similar study assessing sentence readability was presented by 
Pil´an et al. (2014) who tried to estimate the sentences difficulty level for L2 learners 
of Swedish, and Sjöholm (2012) for Italian. 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
The whole thesis is structured as follows. The literature on readability 
estimation of English texts is reviewed for both native and non-native speakers in 
Chapter 2. The preliminary study of cognates is then described in Chapter 3, 
investigating whether or not sentence readability will be affected by its length and 
frequency. Cognate identification is presented in Chapter 4, as well as building a 
cognate-aware language model to estimate sentence difficulty levels within a pair, in 
Chapter 5. The conclusion and future work are presented in Chapters 6 and 7 
respectively. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
The literature review is divided into two aspects: readability estimation for 
native speakers (section 2.1) and readability estimation for ESL learners (section 2.2). 
Under each aspect, the literature is further separated based on heuristic and 
computational methods.  A table has been created to summarise the key findings 
from the literature review at the end of this chapter. 
2.1 TESTING READABILITY FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS 
2.1.1 Using heuristic methods 
Vocabulary is important, as the knowledge of words has always been a strong 
measure of a person’s reading ability, and it is also one of the strongest predictors of 
readability level. A frequency-based vocabulary list was often used to measure the 
words’ difficulty levels. Because the first 100 most frequent words make up almost 
half of all written material and the first 300 words make up about 65 percent of the 
text, making the word list become a very useful tool with which to measure text 
difficulty. Thorndike (1921) collected a 10,000 frequently used words list in his 
Teacher’s Word Book, which became a foundation for almost every research study 
on readability that would follow (Dubay, 2004). For example, it was the basis of the 
first readability formula for assessing the books of native English-speaking children. 
This list was expanded twice, and until 1944, it contained 30,000 words by frequency 
of use developed by Thorndike and Lorge. 
Like Thorndike, Kitson (1921) did not design a readability formula, but his 
research is important in that he found that sentence length and word length are two 
significant readability factors, which were used by Flesch’s readability formula 30 
years later. The first readability formula was created by Lively and Pressey (1923); 
they used their method to analyse the vocabulary burden of a textbook for native 
junior high school students in the US, in order to help them select science textbooks 
at a proper level. To do so, for every 1,000 words, the formula counted the number of 
different words, the number of words not in the Thorndike list, and median index 
number of the words found in the Thorndike list. Their method was tested on 11 
textbooks of different reading difficulty levels, and they concluded that the median 
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index number was the best indicator of the vocabulary burden of testing materials. 
The lower the index, the harder the vocabulary would be. 
Vogel and Washburne carried out another important study in 1928, focusing on 
predicting the difficult level of reading materials for native English speaking 
children. Apart from the vocabulary difficulty mentioned in Lively and Pressey’s 
work, they were also the first to discover how their formula (Winnetka formula) 
accuracy was affected by the structural characteristics of the text, such as sentence 
length using an empirical evaluation of text. They investigated a range of possible 
factors but chose only four of them (the number of different words, the number of 
prepositions, the number of uncommon words every 1,000 words, as well as the 
number of simple sentences) for constructing their new formula, since many of them 
were highly correlated with one another. The evaluation result showed that their 
formula had a correlation score of 0.845 with the reading test scores. With this 
formula, they started to objectively match the difficulty level of a text with the 
reading ability of a learner. Although the prediction performance was not always 
perfect, it was still better than subjective judgements. 
Flesch (1948) developed one of the most tested measures. He built the 
readability measure (Reading Ease formula) based on the average number of 
syllables per word and the average sentence length. It had a multiple correlation 
coefficient value of 0.7 when it was validated against reading tests. Some other work 
was derived, based on his study. For example, Farr, Jenkins and Paterson (1951) 
modified the Flesch’s Reading Ease formula by substituting the average number of 
syllables per word with average number of one-syllable words per hundred words. 
Their new formula correlated 0.91 with the original Flesch Reading Ease formula, 
but it was still unclear whether or not this new formula could generate more accurate 
predicting results than the original one. Based on Flesch’s study, Dale and Chall 
(1948) also developed a formula with two variables: one is the average sentence 
length and the other is the percentage of “hard words”, which are not found in the 
Dale-Chall vocabulary list. They revised their formula in 1995, by updating their 
vocabulary list and validating it against passages tested by Bormuth (1971). Their 
updated formula correlates 0.92 with the Bormuth formula, making it become the 
most valid of those popular formulas. 
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Bormuth (1969) carried out a cloze test in a junior school in the US, using the 
texts extracted from student’s textbooks. With the collected data, he was able to 
develop 24 new readability formulas, some of which used more than 10 text 
variables. Some variable families were taken into account, such as vocabulary, 
syntactic structure and syntactic complexity, and each family contained more than 20 
different text variables. However, his study results indicated that these new variables 
add limited improvement to the prediction apart from the vocabulary and sentence 
length. MacGinitie and Tretiak (1971) also agreed with Bormuth, concluding that the 
average sentence length is the best predictor of syntactic difficulty, and all the other 
newer syntactic variables contribute little to the predicting accuracy.  
In conclusion, the majority of these classic readability formulas were designed 
based on factors that represent two aspects of comprehension difficulty: lexical 
features and sentence complexity (or syntactic complexity) (Chall and Dale, 1995). 
Decades of development have largely focused on testing different text variables and 
possible combinations of them, in order to gain a better estimation performance. It is 
believed that there is limited improvement that can be found if investigating the 
traditional methods continues. Moreover, as the human race enters a new era, 
different types of reading materials will be introduced, making the traditional 
readability methods out-of-date. 
2.1.2 Using computational methods 
As described above, the major problem of classic readability is that it ignores 
document content and only considers surface linguistic features such as average 
number of words per sentence (it can be easily affected by presentation style). Other 
factors such as text cohesiveness and organisation, co-reference, word information or 
even the reader’s prior knowledge should be considered as well. In addition, from an 
English learner’s point-of-view, the sentence length and syllable count does not 
indicate the actual document difficulty level, since learners may understand some 
hard words but not the complex sentence structure; for instance, the word “quark” is 
short but may represent a difficult concept. Furthermore, it also often shows poor 
performance when analysing web documents, a phenomenon which may be 
attributed to the significant amount of “noise” found in web documents (e.g., 
punctuation errors, sidebar menus, photograph captions) as well as the large number 
of web pages containing fewer than 100 words (Benjamin, 2012). However, 
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computational methods have made new types of studies possible, to tackle these 
shortcomings.  
As Crossley et al. (2007a) pointed out, those classic readability measures were 
often based on empirical correlations instead of any theory of reading or reading 
comprehension. Although some of the classic readability such as Flesch Reading 
Ease Formula (1948), and Dale and Chall (1995) highly correlated with observed 
difficulty, their robustness was strictly predictive and they were often criticised for 
the weak construct validity. For example, Young (2011) pointed out that “readability 
formulas cannot distinguish a meaningful sequence of sentences from a sequence of 
randomly selected sentences”; a completely nonsensical sentence could have a high 
readability score. Consequently, a more reasonable readability measure should 
consider deeper features in addition to some surface features, and explain how those 
interact with an English learner, as addressed by Crossley et al. (2007a). An example 
tool called Coh-Metrix was developed by Graesser et al. (2004), which measures 
cohesion and text difficulty at different levels of language, and discourse as well as 
conceptual analysis as a better solution to estimate the difficulty level of an English 
text. 
In order to examine how well Coh-Metrix variables predict text readability, a 
readability formula based on three Coh-Metrix variables was created and tested 
against Bormuth passages. These indices were co-referentiality, sentence length and 
word difficulty. Specifically, co-referentiality tests four types of lexical co-reference 
between sentences, including noun overlap, argument overlap, stem overlap and 
content word overlap. Rashotte and Torgesen (1985) have acknowledged that these 
were the four important aspects in processing texts and could lead to reading gains at 
a faster reading speed. The evaluation was completed from three aspects, which were 
Pearson Correlations, Multiple Regression Analysis (adjusted R2) and the n-fold 
cross-validation. The results of the first two aspects indicated that the selected 
features were highly correlated with mean cloze scores (both individually and 
together). The correlation calculated from the n-fold cross validation reinforced that 
these features performed well on independent text. Although their study has proved 
that cognitive-based features from Coh-Metrix have a strong impact on the students’ 
understandings toward a text, it did not indicate which one was more effective 
among the three investigated features because of a lack of sufficient dataset. 
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However, their results were still encouraging and more importantly, there were 
hundreds more features available in the Coh-Metrix, meaning that the performance 
could be further improved by incorporating different measurements of cohesion. In 
contrast, the classic readability formulas did not allow for such an extension or the 
deeper investigation of text variables. Crossley has examined the performance of 
Coh-Metrix variables for different purposes, and also carried out a similar study to 
investigate how certain cognitively-based variables could improve the readability 
estimation for L2 learners, which was introduced in section 2.2.2. 
Some other scholars have employed machine learning and/or statistical 
language models to predict readability level. There are usually three key steps when 
using machine learning to solve readability estimation problems, according to 
Collins-Thompson (2014). Firstly, the automatic readability assessment required a 
gold-standard training corpus that was representative of the target text. Secondly, a 
set of text variables was extracted from a text, for example, vocabulary, syntactic or 
cohesion attributes. Lastly, a machine learning algorithm learnt how to predict the 
gold standard label for a new text from the extracted text variables. One of the 
biggest advantages of using machine learning was that it could take information from 
statistical language models and incorporate them into a more complex classifier, 
which could also include traditional readability features as well as more complex 
grammatical features.  
Si and Callan (2001) first conducted a preliminary work to estimate the 
readability of science materials for children (Kindergarten-Grade2, Grade3-Grade5 
and Grade6-Grade8), by combining a sentence length model and a unigram language 
model into a linear regression equation to capture the content information related to 
reading difficulty. The language model was trained from pre-categorised science web 
pages with different levels. More importantly, they employed an EM algorithm 
(“more details about the EM algorithm could be found in Dempster et al., 1977”, as 
stated by Si and Callan) to calculate the weight between these two variables, so that 
the weight could be set or tuned easily for particular domains automatically. The 
method was evaluated against 61 web pages, and the results showed that, when the 
weight between two variables was set as 0.91, the combined method could achieve 
the highest prediction accuracy (75.4%). It also indicated that the unigram language 
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model was the strongest predictor, while the sentence length model contributed little 
to the result as the combined model had a better performance than individual ones. 
However, their classifier was restricted to a single subject domain, which is 
science. Moreover, Si and Callan treated each level as an independent class that is 
very likely to lower the prediction accuracy, but this problem was fixed in the work 
of Collins-Thompson and Callan (2005) by using smoothing techniques. Because Si 
and Callan did not evaluate the feature selection methods, it was also difficult to 
conclude whether their classifier was discriminating on the basis of vocabulary 
patterns gained from unigram or was merely fitting to some vocabularies that 
happened to be of a particular difficulty level. 
Collins-Thompson and Callan also predicted the reading difficulty of web 
content with a unigram language model for native elementary and secondary school 
students; compared with Si and Callan, their model was trained from a mixture of 
different subjects such as fiction, history and science. They also employed a 
smoothing technique to deal with the unusual or rare words in the testing text being 
analysed that do not exist in the language model. As a result, the method would not 
assign these special words a probability of zero. Collins-Thompson stated that, “by 
redistributing part of the probability mass from known words to rare and unseen 
words, the estimating accuracy could be improved”. Another difference was that they 
built one statistical language model per grade (grade 1 to 12) to determine whether or 
not a document belonged to that level, whereas Si and Callan built a single combined 
model that ranked documents into different levels. This method also helped to 
improve the reliability of their estimation method. In terms of the evaluation, they 
developed a notion of “distance” from a correct class instead of having a binary 
decision for a class prediction. Furthermore, as the classic readability formulas were 
not developed for assessing web content and their method excluded syntactic 
features, they mainly evaluated the predictive power of the semantic components 
from those measures. According to the results, their unigram language model 
outperformed other predictors (the fraction of unknown tokens in the text, the mean 
log frequency of tokens related to a large corpus and the number of unique words), 
with correlations 0.79 to the web content graded 1-12, and 0.69 to the web content 
graded 1-6. 
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However, the unigram language model was unable to take the syntactic 
features into account. Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005) therefore constructed a SVM 
framework for  teachers to select appropriate reading materials for native (grade 2 to 
5) children, that considered not only the perplexity scores from smoothed language 
models but also a lot of other syntactic features such as parse features, sentence 
length and number of syllables per word. (Notice that they built a SVM classifier for 
each grade). Based on the evaluation results, they concluded that the grade 4 and 5 
classifier had the best estimating precision and recall rate (70% and 60% as well as 
75% and 79%). Furthermore, this SVM framework also outperformed the Lexile and 
Flesch-Kincaid readability measurements, in terms of the percentage of articles that 
were misclassified into other levels. 
 
2.2 TESTING READABILITY FOR ESL AND OTHER L2  LEARNERS 
Similar to in section 2.1, the following sections introduced the studies 
estimating the readability for L2 learners based on two categories: heuristic methods 
and computational methods. 
2.2.1 Using heuristic methods 
Brown (1998) carried out a major study to develop a readability formula for the 
L2 learners. They specifically wanted to find out which indices were the best for 
predicting the difficulty level of an English text for L2 learners. To do so, a cloze 
assessment was conducted. Fifty passages were randomly selected from English 
adult reading books and every 12th word was deleted to construct the cloze, which 
was then tested on 2,300 Japanese ESL learners. In terms of the evaluation, they 
calculated the correlations between predicted difficulty level from investigated 
indices and the actual mean cloze scores. A large number of indices were 
investigated, including six first readability predictors and a set of second language 
readability predictors. According to the results, the six first language readability 
predictors accounted for less than 30% of the variance in the actual difficulty levels, 
meaning that the number of syllables and words did not affect Japanese students’ 
understanding when they tried to complete the cloze. Brown’s new formula based on 
the number of syllables per sentence, the average frequency of the correct answer in 
the cloze, the percentage of the words had more than seven letters and the number of 
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function words in the cloze had produced a multiple correlation of 0.74 and an R2 of 
0.51, using multiple regression analysis. His new formula accounted for more 
variance in the actual mean cloze scores compared with the first language predictors. 
This also indicated that the linguistic features used in readability estimation for 
native English-speakers were less useful in the estimation work for L2 learners. 
Greenfield (1999) examined five different classic readability formulas (Flesch 
Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid, Bormuth, Coleman-Liau and new Dale-Chall), 
seeking to determine whether these measures are as valid for the Japanese EFL 
readers as they have been shown to be for native English speakers. To do so, 200 
Japanese EFL students were asked to answer a cloze constructed and based on 
Bormuth’s passages (31 out of 32 passages), with a deletion of every 5th word in a 
sentence. Similarly, the correlations between the actual mean cloze scores from the 
Japanese students and the predicted values from five readability formulas were 
calculated. He found that the correlation was 0.691 for the new Dale-Chall formula, 
0.845 for Flesch Reading Ease and Flesch-Kincaid, 0.765 for the Coleman-Liau, and 
0.861 for the Bormuth. The results indicated that these classic readability formulas 
produced a good performance even when they were used to estimate for L2 leaners, 
which was a completely different conclusion compared with that of Brown (1998). 
Greenfield (2004) pointed out that the disagreement was most likely to be caused by 
the passages used in the two studies. The purpose of Brown’s study was to check the 
universality of the classic formulas for predicting the difficulty level of any English 
texts. He cited that “Brown’s passages were randomly selected to be representative 
samples of the English language, at least the English language written in the books 
found in a U.S. public library”. In contrast, Greenfield’s study focused on whether 
the classic readability formulas had the same ability to discriminate the difficulty 
level of an academic text for the L2 learners as it had for the native English speakers. 
In addition, Greenfield (1999) also developed his own readability formula 
(Miyazaki index) by taking the letters per word and words per sentence into a 
regression formula. When he compared the predictions from his formula against the 
actual mean cloze scores, it provided a very competitive result, with a multiple 
correlation of 0.86 and adjusted R2 of 0.72. 
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2.2.2 Using computational methods 
Similar to what they have done in 2007a, Crossley et al. (2008) evaluated 
whether certain variables from the Coh-Metrix could improve the prediction of text 
readability for L2 learners, especially considering the cognitively based variables. 
However, in this study, instead of using the Bormuth mean cloze scores, they used 
the Bormuth’s passage set and the mean cloze scores taken from the 200 Japanese 
students investigated by Greenfield (1999). The three Coh-Metrix variables were the 
“frequency score of written words in text”, “syntactic similarity and part of speech” 
and “content word overlap”. Like the studies in 2007a, Crossley et al. (2008) also 
evaluated the variables from three aspects, which were Pearson Correlations, 
Multiple Regression Analysis (adjusted R2) and the n-folder cross validation. 
According to the results, the three variables were highly correlated with the mean 
cloze scores, 0.61, 0.71 and 0.79 respectively (same order as the variables listed 
above). When they were combined into a multiple regression, it produced a multiple 
correlation of 0.93 with a corresponding R2 of 0.86. This suggested that the 
combined regression model was able to estimate 86% of the difficulty for the testing 
passages. There was no doubt that a high correlation was found between the 
predicted result from n-folder cross-validation and the mean cloze score (0.91). All 
the statistics showed this new regression model outperformed previous classic 
formulas, such as Miyazaki index, Flesch Reading Ease and Bormuth formula. In 
another study, Crossley et al. (2007b) examined some other Coh-Metrix variables 
such as causal cohesion, density of logical operators, latent semantic analysis and 
word information, against L2 reading texts (simplified text and authentic text) at the 
intermediate level. Although this study was not directly related to readability 
estimation, such analysis was still helpful in investigating how well the Coh-Metrix 
variables could distinguish the difficulty level of a text from another at a different 
level, making it possible to build an alternative readability model to the classic 
readability formulas. 
Crossley et al. (2008) proved that their selected Coh-Metrix variables reflecting 
certain cognitive operations underlying reading could result in a significant 
performance improvement. However, their Coh-Metrix variables were only 
evaluated on the academic passages from textbooks, and the investigations on these 
variables were all based on a relatively small passage set. The performance of their 
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regression model was unclear when used to estimate other types of texts such as web 
content or very short texts with much larger content, and the prediction was not 
likely to reach a level of representativeness. Therefore, some other scholars have 
considered the Machine Learning algorithms to better predict the readability for L2 
learners. 
Nagata et al. (2004) proposed a readability measurement using a neural 
network-learning algorithm to assess English texts for Japanese students. The method 
examined the vocabulary feature and syntactic features such as the number of post-
nominal modifiers appearing in a text to give their estimation. A vocabulary list was 
used to obtain word frequency information while the “Apple Pie Parser” was used to 
extract the grammatical structures of input texts. The corpus was from the STEP Test 
in Practical English Proficiency levelled from 1 to 4, with 85 texts for training and 40 
for testing. The results indicated that an average accuracy of 81.3% was gained, 
outperforming all the other models, when they compared the neural method against 
several other models including vocabulary model, sentence length model, structural 
model, Flesch formula and Dale-Chall formula. However, their work was specifically 
designed for Japanese people, and the vocabulary lists and grammatical structures 
they investigated may not be useful for L2 learners from other language 
backgrounds. 
Heilman et al. conducted a major study in 2007. They suggested that 
grammatical features play a more important role in predicting and measuring 
readability for English learners, which was also agreed by Beinborn et al. (2012). 
Two different classifiers were built for different audiences in their work. One is the 
smoothed unigram language model for native English speakers, which was inspired 
from Collins-Thompson and Callan. The other is a k – Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 
classifier for English learners, with identified syntactic structures (features) from 
grammar textbooks for different ESL levels (from beginning level to advanced 
level), as well as some easily identified grammar features such as tenses and parts-of-
speech labels. A linear interpolation was employed for combining the two models 
together. Their corpus was separated into two groups: a web collection graded from 1 
to 12 for the native speakers and a collection containing textbook materials graded 
from 2 to 5 for L2 learners. According to the results from a nine-fold cross-
validation, they first concluded that the unigram language model alone outperformed 
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the kNN classifier alone, for both first and second language corpora. On one hand, it 
reinforced the results from François et al. (2012), that lexical-related features were 
more predictive than syntactic-related features. On the other hand, it also indicated 
that the language model was a powerful application to assess the readability for both 
native and L2 learners. They also claimed that when the two individual models 
combined together, the interpolated formula gained the best performance. For both 
first and second language corpora, it produced the lowest Mean Squared Error 
Values (4.65 and 0.4 respectively). It also had high correlation coefficients with the 
two corpora as well (0.72 and 0.83 respectively). Similarly, Schwarm and Ostendorf 
(2005) also agreed with that it was better to include syntactic features, such as tense, 
part-of-speech or sentence length when they assessed the readability for L2 learners, 
because the difficulty levels of these features in L2 reading materials were different 
compared with the materials for native-speakers.  
Kotani et al. (2010) developed a readability measure specifically for Japanese 
who view English as a second language. Four different predictors were investigated. 
Their lexical feature refers to a list-based variable, indicating the number of words in 
an English text was unregistered in the list. The syntactic feature represents the 
number of syntactic nodes of a text; they claimed that this number is highly 
correlated with readability for L2 learners. The third predictor is a discourse feature 
indicating the number of pronouns in a testing text. Finally, comprehension rate data 
was collected from an annotator, by asking him/her a comprehension question after 
reading a text. It is notable that their testing texts were 84 English texts extracted 
from TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication) preparation 
textbooks. The support vector regression was carried out using an algorithm 
implemented in the SVM, with comprehension rate as a dependent variable and the 
three linguistic features as independent variables. Its prediction result was evaluated 
against 194 instances of comprehension rate from annotators. According to the 
analysis, the cumulative relative frequency of the absolute error of the proposed 
method was significantly higher than the baseline method (93.8% and 84% 
respectively). Additionally, they also concluded that there was a significant 
difference (p<0.05) in the distribution of the absolute error between the proposed 
method and the baseline method. 
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Vajjala and Meurers (2012) combined a range of measures from Second 
Language Acquisition (SLA) such as parse tree features, lexical richness and 
syntactic features, as well as some surface linguistics features. All the SLA features 
were produced by the English learners. They trained a statistical model from the 
combination of WeeklyReader and BBC-Bitesize that could classify texts into five 
grade levels, according to the age groups. With the help from WEKA (Hall et al., 
2009), they explored different classification algorithms like Decision Trees, Support 
Vector Machines and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The MLP has the best 
performance with various features. The best classification accuracy of 93.3% was 
generated using MLP with all selected features, and they stated that this was a large 
improvement compared with previous scholar’s results. They also acknowledged that 
the lexical features seem to perform better than syntactic features when considered 
separately. Finally, significant increase in accuracy was seen, when their classifier 
was compared against other readability measures such as Petersen and Ostendorf 
(2009), as well as Feng et al. (2010). As a result, they concluded that the SLA-based 
complexity measures were good predictors and were able to improve readability 
estimation accuracy. 
Lastly, François et al. (2012) presented a readability model based on a support 
vector machine (SVM) for people who view French as a foreign language (FFL). A 
range of predictors were tested including lexical family (e.g., lexical frequency, 
percentage of words not in a vocabulary list, word length and n-grams models and 
etc.), syntactic family (e.g., part of speech), semantic family (e.g., lexical cohesion 
and conceptual density) and features that are specific to FFL (e.g., multi-word 
expressions). They found that the lexical family produced better estimation accuracy 
than the syntactic family, with 41% and 39% respectively. In addition, the list-based 
variable (percentage of  absent words from a list of easy words) was the best among 
all of the features. Once the best single predictors were identified, the rest of their 
work focused on which predictor set, combined with which ML algorithm, could 
produce the highest prediction accuracy. Their corpus used for training and testing 
incorporated 2,106 texts from 28 FFL textbooks, and all these books were 
categorised into a specific level defined in the Common European Framework of 
Reference for Languages (CEFR) based on expert judgements. According to the 
evaluation, the SVM with all the candidate features outperformed all the other 
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proposed models, with a prediction accuracy of 50%, and it also pointed out that the 
quality of the predictions from the SVM is not the same across the CEFR levels due 
to some specificities of the learning algorithm. 
2.3 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
Chapter 2 focused on reviewing the major readability assessments carried out 
from the earlier days of research in this area, based on the classic readability formula, 
readability assessment using computational methods such as Coh-Metrix, machine 
learning and statistical language models to complete the estimation work for native 
English speakers and L2 learners. We first summarised that many previous studies 
considered surface linguistics such as vocabulary difficulty and grammatical 
complexity as the two most powerful factors for both types of reader. Although a 
large number of other factors have been investigated, they add little improvement to 
the estimation accuracy. Secondly, a vast majority of previous studies paid more 
attention to the readability estimation for native English speakers with either classic 
formulas or computational methods, whereas few of them emphasised the L2 
learners, especially the L2 learners who are native French speakers. Thirdly, 
although several studies considered cognates in the readability estimation for L2 
leaners whose language has many connections with English (listed in section 3.2.2), 
few of them have taken cognate as a major readability factor to assess the difficulty 
level for L2 learners. Lastly, since Vogel and Washburne (1928) developed the first 
readability formula, all the studies including Vogel and Washburne assessed the text 
readability at a document level (both native speakers and L2 learners) and none of 
them has tried to assess the readability at a sentence level, which may affect the 
estimation accuracy particularly for L2 learners. 
The following tables (Table 1 and Table 2) summarised the key studies 
introduced in this chapter (it also includes some studies introduced in the other 
chapters), mainly based on the features they have employed. According to the table, 
it is obvious to see that vocabulary list, word length, word frequency (n-grams) and 
sentence length have been widely used by many scholars from early days. These 
features were the most predictive ones acknowledged by many scholars. Other 
features such as those that were syntactically related and cognitively based, were 
later introduced as the computational method developed. In this study it was 
observed that none of the early studies had taken these types of features into account 
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to improve estimation performance, and the majority of the scholars shifted their 
attentions to estimate readability using computational methods with various features, 
producing more reliable and representative measures for different readers. Therefore, 
for the present study, it was decided to employ a computational method (statistical 
language model) with English-French cognate as the text feature to answer the 
research questions of this study in section 1.2. 
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Different Features Heuristic Methods Computational Methods
Vocabulary list
 
Lively and Pressey (1923)
Vogel and Washburne (1928)
Dale and Chall (1948)
Nagata et al. (2004)
Kotani et al. (2011)
François et al. (2012)
Word length
Kitson (1921)
Flesch (1948)
Dale and Chall (1948)
Farr, Jenkins and Paterson (1951)
Bormuth (1966)
Brown (1998)
Greenfield (1999)
Uitdenbogerd (2005)
Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005)
Si and Callan (2011)
François et al. (2012)
Pitler and Nenkova (2009)
Word frequency (n-grams)
Nagata et al. (2004)
Collins-Thompson and Callan 
(2005)
Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005)
Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005)
Crossley et al. (2007a)
Pitler and Nenkova (2009)
Tanaka-Ishii et al. (2010)
Si and Callan (2011)
Vlachos and Lappas (2012)
Lexical cohesion
Conceptual density
Multi-word expression
Sentence length
Kitson (1921)
Flesch (1948)
Dale and Chall (1948)
Farr, Jenkins and Paterson (1951)
Bormuth (1966)
Brown (1998)
Greenfield (1999)
Nagata et al. (2004)
Uitdenbogerd (2005)
Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005)
Heilman et al. (2007)
Crossley et al. (2007a)
Pitler and Nenkova (2009)
Passage frequency
Number of function words
Number of syllables per sentence Brown (1988)
Syntactic similarity Crossley et al. (2008)
Parse features
 - average parse tree height
 - average number of noun phrases per 
sentence
 - average number of verb phrases per 
sentence
 - average number of subordinate 
clauses per sentence
Part of Speech Crossley et al. (2008)
François et al. (2012)
Heilman et al. (2007)
François et al. (2012)
Schwarm and Ostendorf (2005)
Heilman et al. (2007)
 
Table 1 Summary of previous readability measures 
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Different Features Heuristic Methods Computational Methods
Verb forms such as present, progressive, 
past, perfect continous tenses Heilman et al. (2007)
Grammatical structure or sentence form
Nagata et al. (2004)
Heilman et al. (2007)
Pitler and Nenkova (2009)
Kotani et al. (2011)
Number of subordinate clauses per 
sentence Tanaka-Ishii et al. (2010) 
Number of noun, verb, adjective and 
adverbial phrases per sentence Pitler and Nenkova (2009)
Number of different words in 1000 words
Number of prepositions in 1000 words
Number of uncommon words in 1000 
words
Number of simple sentences
Morphosyntactic factors Inui and Yamamoto (2001)
Co-referentiality 
 - noun overlap
 - argument overlap
 - stem overlap
 - content word overlap
Cognate
Tharp (1939)
Russell (1950)
Uitdenbogerd (2005)
Uitdenbogerd (2010)
Vlachos and Lappas (2012)
Vogel and Washburne (1928) 
Crossley et al. (2007a)
Crossley et al. (2008)
 
Table 2 Summary of previous readability measures 
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Chapter 3: Preliminary Study Investigating 
language specific factors for ESL 
learners 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
When deciding to learn a second language like English, people have to learn its 
vocabulary as well as grammar. It is believed that learning vocabulary might be 
hardest, as there are huge numbers of vocabularies in English and this expands every 
day. People may not be able to understand a text or communicate well if their 
vocabulary is lacking. However, such cases are not entirely adapted to the existing 
reading abilities of learners with a different language background. In particular, for a 
number of reasons, many languages have words identical with English in their own 
vocabulary, which opens a secondary access to the meaning of such English words as 
an alternative to memory in the learnt language. Like English and French, although 
the two languages belong to different branches of the Indo-European family of 
languages, additionally a European history of mixed cultures has led them to share a 
great number of similar and identical words. Those words are called cognates and 
could significantly ease the learning burden for French people. More importantly, 
this facilitation also makes cognate become a useful readability feature for estimating 
text difficulty level. When estimating text difficulty level for native speakers, 
readability factors, such as word length and frequency, are widely used. They remain 
the principal features to estimate text difficulty level for non-native speakers. But, 
what happens when a cognate is difficult according to frequency and length? Would 
these word features affect a cognate’s ability to increase learner’s understanding 
toward a text? 
We carried out a preliminary study to get an idea of the validity of our 
proposed hypothesis that for a cognate, its long length (measured by the number of 
letters) and low frequency would not inhibit people’s (native French) understanding 
of an English sentence. We also hypothesise that, to a hard sentence, the cognate 
makes little contribution to make it easier to understand, but it would not make the 
sentence harder to understand either. Seventeen French-speakers were asked to rate 
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the difficulty level of three different groups of sentences using a scale from 1 to 5 
(with 1 being the easiest and 5 being the hardest). Each sentence group was designed 
for investigating the relationship between readers’ understanding of a sentence and 
the specific properties of a cognate. 
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 presents related research on 
different cognate types and work that has considered cognate as a readability factor. 
Section 3.3 describes our methodology for this chapter, while section 3.4 presents 
our preliminary study and results. Discussion and conclusions can be found in 
sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 
3.2 RELATED WORK 
3.2.1 Cognate Types 
According to Montelongo et al. (2011), cognates are words orthographically, 
semantically, and syntactically similar in two languages, because of a shared 
etymology. For example, English words such as "adore", "prison" and "ceramic" are 
cognate with "adorer", “prison” and "céramique" in French respectively. These 
cognates have often slightly changed their orthography (especially in derived forms), 
and sometimes meaning as well, in the years and centuries following the transfer. 
Because of these changes, cognates are generally of one of three different types. 
First of all, true cognates are English-French word pairs that are viewed as 
similar and are mutual translations. The spelling could be identical or not, e.g., 
“prison” and “prison”, “ceramics” and “céramique”. Their spelling may not be the 
same but absolutely represent similar meanings in each language system. False 
cognates are pairs of words in two languages that are perceived as similar but have 
different meanings. For example, “main” in French means “hand”, while in English 
it means “principal” or “essential”. This type of cognate would affect readers’ 
understanding of a text; however, it would not be a barrier if a cognate identification 
system was able to take context into consideration. This detection work was 
introduced in Chapter 4. The last type is called semi-cognates: semi-cognates are 
pairs of words that have similar spelling but only share meaning in some contexts. 
One way to understand this in a practical setting is that they behave as true cognates 
or false cognates, depending on their sense in a given context. For example, the 
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English word “address” is a true cognate in the context of “what is your address?” 
but a false cognate in the context of, “His keynote address was very insightful”. 
3.2.2 Cognates used in Readability Measures 
Although no readability measure was developed, Tharp (1939) investigated 
how to measure the difficulty levels of French texts such as stories and elementary 
texts for English speakers. He first pointed out some drawbacks of the previous 
studies like the ignorance of “gift” words (cognates) or the burden of multiple 
meanings of a single word. He then took the density and index of frequency into 
account to test the word difficulty in French texts. Specifically, the density was 
calculated from the running words (length of a French text) divided by the number of 
burden words (non-cognate words) in the same text. The burden words were found 
after all cognates had been removed. He concluded that the larger the value of the 
density, the easier a French text would be, because there was more repetition of the 
same words and more non-burden contextual support. The index of frequency was 
calculated using the “Basic French Vocabulary” and  it was divided by density in 
order to obtain a value called “Index of Difficulty” to indicate the difficulty level of a 
French text. 
Russell (1950) reviewed a series of criteria that might impact foreign document 
readability such as the interests of students, syntax contents, vocabulary contents and 
idiom contents. He specifically stated that, “the vocabulary burden of a modern 
language text can be considerably lightened by employing true cognates”. It also 
reminded us that those false cognates would not have such facilitation to people’s 
understanding of a foreign document. At the end of the discussion, he also suggested 
that it was not entirely right to assume a French word would be known, and he 
explained that, “It is the lack of familiarity with the English word which is the 
important factor in the failure of many students to see the cognate in its French 
form”. This might indirectly prove necessity of automating the cognate identification 
work rather than it being purely based on human annotation, as there was a high 
possibility that the annotator would miss or hold different opinions toward an 
English word. 
Uitdenbogerd (2005) investigated some readability factors that could be used 
by a recommender system from different types of French texts. These texts included 
children and adult’s books for native French speakers, books that are intentionally 
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making use of cognates as well as books with simple grammar and vocabulary. The 
first 100 words of each book were used to calculate some statistics, including 
average words per sentence, average word length, average number of syllables and 
difficulty levels from various readability formulas such as Kincaid, Fog index and 
Flesch reading ease. Cognates were also manually identified and counted for each 
text. Participants ranked 10 books from the easiest to hardest. After analysing the 
correlation between readability measures and user rankings, she concluded that the 
measure of sentence length minus cognate count (per 100 words) correlated higher 
than sentence length. Specifically, the cognate was the fifth predictive measure 
among the 11 candidate measures (0.56). Its value was higher than word length, 
number of syllables a word has, Flesch formula and SMOG and so on. Even though 
cognate was not the major factor she considered, the results still reflected that 
cognates affect participants’ decisions on each text’s difficulty level to some extent. 
Uitdenbogerd (2010) made some other attempts to recommend reading 
materials to English-speakers who learn French. She created a filtering approach to 
identify short extracts from French literature, using vocabulary and grammatical 
criteria. The criteria contain readability factors such as cognates, the frequency of 
occurring words and named entities and so on. They prepared two lists: a cognate list 
containing  17,908 words, and a list that contains the 20 most frequent words in 
French newspapers, providing many sentences as well as some sentence sequences. 
They also mention that a French text usually has 10% cognate content (interestingly, 
this research found that cognate content accounts for much larger English texts when 
our datasets used in Chapter 4 were annotated), and the 20 most common words 
made up roughly 26% of the text. The coverage of the text should be wider when 
they are combined together. However, instead of proposing a comprehensive 
readability measure, her aim was to demonstrate the feasibility to retrieve short 
extracts from French texts based on lexical or syntactic features, which could ease 
reading difficulties at the early stage. 
It is believed that the familiarity of a foreign text could be estimated by the 
structural difficulty and the familiarity of vocabulary. Vlachos and Lappas (2011) 
treated the German-English cognates as a dominant factor when they tried to rank 
two German texts in a pair for English-speakers, based on comprehensibility. Since 
they focused on assessing vocabulary difficulty, their familiarity measure defined 
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two assessing indicators: cognativity and popularity (frequency). On the one hand, 
frequency was obtained by calculating the number of appearances of a given word. 
On the other hand, the cognativity was generated using Longest Common 
Subsequence (LCSS). It was a question with a binary answer to combine the 
cognativity and popularity. If a given word is cognate, its familiarity equals the value 
of LCSS (maximum 1). If a given word is a non-cognate, it would be assigned a 
value equal to its frequency. It was able to get a familiarity score of a certain word 
using the combination, and the sum of all words becomes the document familiarity 
score. The familiarity measure was evaluated against three levels of German texts: 
pre-college, high school and university. Results indicated that the measure can 
consistently distinguish the high school texts from other two levels of texts, with a 
small error rate of 3.1%. They also concluded that distinguishing the pre-college 
texts from university texts was a challenging task, since the observed error rate was 
27.5%. In the second evaluation, which compared the measure with a Flesch 
measure, they claimed that their familiarity was clearly a more robust estimator, as 
the Flesch produced a maximum accuracy of 80% among the three types of 
materials, whereas their method had accuracy between 85% and 90%. 
3.3 METHODOLOGY 
3.3.1 Research Hypothesis and Questions 
Having reviewed some of the cognate-related work, there is no doubt that true 
cognates can affect the overall understanding of foreign texts. However, these studies 
have not studied the combined effect of frequency and cognateness and it is not clear 
whether cognates make sentences easy or just do not make them harder. Also, the 
investigations are all at the level of entire texts rather than at the level of sentences. 
This chapter therefore aims to answer the research question, R.Q1. It is hypothesised 
that for a cognate, its long length (measured by the number of letters) and low 
frequency would not hinder people’s understanding of a sentence. We also 
hypothesise that to a hard sentence, the cognate makes little contribution to make it 
easier to understand, but it would not make the sentence harder to understand either. 
This research is restricted to the “true cognates” only, and is not questioning whether 
false cognates bring confusion that further reduces the familiarity of sentences or not. 
Therefore, within the remainder of this chapter, true cognates will simply be referred 
to as “cognates”. The research questions are listed as follows: 
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• Klare (1968) and Chall (1958) both acknowledge that frequency is one of 
the most important aspects of vocabulary information, and it is a more 
predictive feature than others. It is believed that high frequency words are 
much easier to understand than those of low frequency in a sentence, 
therefore, what will happen if a low frequency cognate is introduced? Does 
it hinder French people’s understanding toward a sentence since it is a 
rarely used word? (Q1) 
• Young (2011) stated that a word is hard to understand if it is long. As a 
result, the understanding of a sentence becomes even more difficult. 
Differently, Laroche (1979) claimed that to a French student, longer 
English words might be easier than short ones since they are practically all 
Romance cognates. Therefore, the second question is whether or not a long 
cognate will produce confusion for a French reader’s understanding of a 
sentence. (Q2) 
• Our last question is whether introducing cognates would make more 
difficult sentences easier to understand. (Q3) 
3.3.2 Survey Participants 
The participants in this experiment were all native French speakers; they could 
be either students currently learning English at universities, or visitors travelling in 
Australia. They could understand English but had not fully mastered it. The French 
who were fully proficient in English were excluded, as they could easily understand 
all sentences without the help of cognates and would not be able to distinguish the 
difficulty of various sentences on the basis of understanding only. 
Participants were asked to complete an anonymous online survey, containing 
56 English sentences. Similar to Pitler and Nenkova (2008), for each question, 
participants provided a rating between 1 and 5, with 1 being the easiest and 5 being 
the hardest. 
3.3.3 Create Survey Sentences 
All the sentences in the experiment were manually created rather than selected 
from different sources. This allowed the building of fully controlled sentences and 
investigation of the various factors independently. All the sentences were built 
according to a procedure with similar steps, including selecting cognate, measuring 
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word difficulty around cognate as well as creating a reference sentence. These 
procedures were first introduced before any explanations on how to establish a 
specific question group. 
Select cognates 
All candidate cognates were picked up from a glossary provided by the 
University of the State of New York. However, there is a risk that some of the words 
in glossary are semi-cognates; this type of cognates shares the same meanings in both 
French and English in some instances but not in all. Therefore, each chosen cognate 
was double confirmed with a native French speaker in order to make sure it is a true 
cognate. 
Encapsulate the cognate into control sentences 
Control sentences were created, based on the selected cognates, each 
containing no other cognate than one selected at a time. For each control sentence, it 
is necessary to calibrate the difficulty of the words around the cognate and difficulty 
of the whole sentence from a structural perspective. The purpose of a control 
sentence may be different depending on the question it aims to address. For example, 
one may require long words with high frequency cognates in a short sentence, while 
another may require one cognate in a hard sentence to achieve some pre-set goals. 
Difficulty of words 
As said earlier, Chall (1958, p.41) believed that to native English-speakers, 
word frequency is a powerful readability feature, which can be used to measure 
vocabulary difficulty, and a vocabulary frequency/familiar list is often used to 
complete this task. This method can be also applied to measure the word difficulty 
for ESL learners; for example, Kotani et al. (2010) determined vocabulary difficulty 
based on the JACET 4,000 Basic Words list (a machine learning approach to 
measurement of text). Words listed are easy to understand to Japanese people who 
learn English. To the best knowledge of this researcher, there is no specific list that is 
for French people learning English. Thus, one of the vocabulary lists employed was 
an online dictionary containing the 6,000 most frequently used English words. The 
ranks of word frequency in this dictionary were calculated by running a word list in 
the WordNet dictionary database against a few popular search engines from 2002 to 
2003, explained on their official site. The corpus used by this online dictionary 
comes from the search engine index databases, the size range of which is from 1 
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billion to 4 billion. Any words that have been listed are easy to understand. In 
addition, the Dale-Chall 3,000 familiar words list was also included. Unlike Kotani et 
al. (2010), for the purpose of our survey, we do not have to map the difficulty level 
to a numeric score. It is not necessary for us to know how hard a word is, all we need 
is a binary answer that “whether or not this word is a hard one?” Consequently, these 
simple and familiar words lists were used, even though they are not originally 
collected for ESL. 
Difficulty of sentence (structure) 
In Suster’s work (2011), he pointed out that there exist many descriptive 
techniques, as comparing the frequencies of POS tags for the most common n-grams 
between two texts (Wiersma, Nerbonne and Lauttamus, 2011), providing qualitative 
answers to the differences of the frequency of syntactic constructions in texts. 
However, the most efficient way to measure the difficulty of a single control 
sentence is simply its length in number of words. Although it is insensitive to 
structural differences within a control sentence, the sentence length turned out to be a 
reliable indicator. Scholars like Young (2011) and Eslami (2014) also agreed with 
that longer sentences tend to be more difficult to understand than shorter ones. One 
control sentence could be easy or difficult, depending on pre-set goals. On the one 
hand, an easy control sentence was created with a simple sentence pattern like 
“Subject/Verb/Object, and this pattern would be expanded slightly by dependent 
(subordinate) structures, like adverbial clauses or relative clauses, in order to avoid a 
control sentence that was extremely easy. An easy sentence has approximately 13 
words. On the other hand, we believe that a hard control sentence refers to an easy 
control sentence with one or several difficult words, since the difficulty of such 
sentence would be highly related to its most difficult word. A hard control sentence 
was created with approximately 22 words. 
Create reference sentence 
After a control sentence has been built, a reference sentence without cognate is 
required, that has overall the same meaning as the control sentence but without 
featuring the cognate. This is essential to compare the decisions participants made 
between a control sentence and its corresponding reference sentence, and helps to 
measure the impact of the cognate independently of other factors. To setup the 
reference sentence, the cognate in the control sentence was usually replaced by a 
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pronoun like “it”, “that”, “something”, “any”, or other easy words confirmed with 
the Dale-Chall list, or where appropriate the cognate is simply deleted. For example, 
“Are you an agile manager yet?” the reference sentence of which would be “Are you 
a manager yet?” All the other factors such as sentence structure and grammar 
features would be exactly the same as in the control sentence. 
3.4 EXPERIMENT 
3.4.1 Setup Survey Sentences 
Group 1: Easy sentence with low frequency cognate 
A new cognate was selected each time a new control sentence was created in a 
new group, in order to avoid repeating across all the control sentences. 
The first group focused on the cognate frequency, in order to answer the first 
question (Q1). Normally, if a word is commonly seen by the learner, the higher the 
frequency it has. It means that there are theoretically very minor differences between 
a list of most frequent words and a list of familiar ones. It was decided to use the 
online frequency dictionary instead of Dale-Chall list to confirm that the selected 
cognate is low frequency. A new cognate would be selected from the glossary if the 
previous one was found in this frequency list. Once the cognate was confirmed, the 
control sentence could be created around this cognate. Its word and sentence 
difficulty were checked, as described in section 3.3. For example, if the control 
sentence is, “She has fallen in love with him no matter how brutally he treats her”, 
its reference sentence would be, “She has fallen in love with him no matter how he 
treats her”. 
Group 2: Easy sentence with long length cognate 
The second group aimed to answer the second question (Q2), which is the 
relationship between cognate length and the difficulty level. For this group, new 
cognates were selected from the filtered list that contain more than seven letters to 
ensure they are long. The words and sentence difficulty were measured as well, like 
in the first group. A sample control sentence in this group is, “Sometimes I wonder if 
there is intelligent life on other stars”, and its reference sentence would be, 
“Sometimes I wonder if there is life on other stars.” 
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Group 3: Hard sentence with any cognate 
The last group aimed to answer the third question (Q3). As indicated in the 
group name, a hard control sentence was required without worrying about cognate 
frequency or length. Similar to the previous groups, the measures of word and 
sentence difficulty were required. An example in this group could be, “The 
incredible uprise of quantum electrodynamics raises concerns” which is the control 
sentence with cognate, and “The uprise of quantum electrodynamics raises concerns” 
is the reference sentence. 
3.4.2 Survey Results and Discussion 
Seventeen French participants have been asked to answer three groups of 
questions. Groups A and B have ten pairs of sentences while group C has eight. 
Participants were involved in completing 56 sentences by determining each sentence 
difficulty level. For example, they were asked to rate the level on the scale of: 1 very 
easy, 2 somewhat easy, 3 unsure, 4 somewhat hard, 5 very hard. All the sentences 
were randomised. 
All the results have been shown in the tables: “m” refers to the mean, “std” 
refers to the standard deviation, “C” refers to the “control sentence” while “R” refers 
to the “reference sentence”, and “P” indicates the “participants”. 
Group 1 Results 
Table 3 shows the ratings of Group 1 by participants as well as the mean and 
standard deviations of these ratings. It can be seen from the table that the standard 
deviation of the rating is fairly low for the majority of the sentences. However, there 
are a few that are greater than 1, like C1, C8 and R8, with values of 1.3, 1.3, and 1.4. 
It can also be noted that, C1 & R1 and C8 & R8 could be the two most difficult 
sentence pairs in the first group, with average ratings of 2.7 & 2.9, and 3 & 3.4 
respectively. The difficulty levels of two sentences in a pair were different. Four out 
of nine pairs had a pattern in that the reference sentence was harder than the control 
one, while the others had the opposite pattern. 
Table 6 indicates the correlation between participants, and only those who 
answered all questions were taken into consideration. The majority of the 
participants have positive correlations with others, for example, the highest 
correlation was found between P6 and P10 (0.78), P6 and P3 (0.72) as well as P6 and 
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P12 (0.72). However, P1 negatively correlates with others most of the time, 
especially with P4 (-0.4), indicating that their ratings of the same questions may vary 
a lot. 
Q1 still could not be answered even the average means of all control and 
reference sentences were almost identical shown in the Table 4. Therefore, ANOVA 
analysis and t-test were conducted for each pair, and the null hypothesis of Q1 as 
“Low frequency cognate makes no difference to the difficulty levels of control and 
reference sentence within a pair”.  
The t-test is a two-tails test with 0.05 as the required significance level to find 
out if there is any statistical significance between two sentences in a pair. For 
example, we compared all ratings of C1 and R1 to calculate the t-value. According to 
the outcome in Table 5, only the t-value (“T”) from C4 & R4 is out of t-critical (“t”) 
boundary rejecting our null hypothesis; all others fail to reject it (notice that the t-
critical boundary was found by checking the “t-Table” using the df (“degrees of 
freedom”) and required significance level). The p-values (“P”) calculated from 
ANOVA analyses (with cut-off value 0.05) also indicate similar patterns as t-values 
present.  Therefore, we can conclude that the low frequency cognate makes no 
difference to the sentence difficulty level, and it will not hinder French people’s 
understanding toward a sentence. 
Group 2 Results 
Table 7 reveals the ratings of Group 2 by participants as well as the mean and 
standard deviations of these ratings. It is still hard to find a pattern that 10 pairs of 
sentences all agree with; even though the average mean of all control and reference 
sentences were close to each other (Table 8). The two-tails t-test (with required 
significance level of 0.05) and the ANOVA analysis (with cut-off value of 0.05) 
were carried out again to find out the statistical differences within a pair. The null 
hypothesis is that, “Long length cognates make no difference to the difficulty levels 
of control sentences compared to their corresponding reference sentence within a 
pair”. 
In Table 9, only the t-values (“T”) of pair C4 & R4 and C9 & R9 were out of 
their t-critical boundaries (“t”); furthermore, their p-values (“P”) were also lower 
than the cut-off value meaning that a statistically significant difference was found in 
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both pairs. However, since the majority of the t-values fail to reject our proposed 
hypothesis, we consider that Q2 has been answered. That a cognate is independent 
of the word length (long length cognate would not increase its difficulty level), 
and a long cognate would not confuse French people’s understanding of a 
sentence.  It is noticeable that the p-value of pair C10 & R10 was almost 1 (Table 9). 
Usually, a p-value of 1 is impossible because when computing two statistics from 
two normal distributions, as the probability that those two statistics are exactly equal 
is almost zero. However, this happens because the majority of the 17 participants in 
our survey did not change their minds about the difficulty levels of C10 and R10.  
Group 3 Results 
Table 10 indicates the ratings of Group 3 by participants as well as the mean 
and standard deviations of these ratings. As mentioned, the third group contains 
harder sentences, and the participants did feel more difficulty in understanding them. 
This is verified with the average mean of both control and reference sentences in 
Table 11 being higher than their counterparts in Groups 1 and 2. Similarly, the two-
tails t-test and ANOVA analysis were, with the null hypothesis, that, “Within a pair, 
cognates make no difference to the difficulty levels of a hard control sentence and a 
hard reference sentence”. Each calculated t-value (“T”) was within its t-critical (“t”) 
boundaries based on the Table 13, and the p-values (“P”) were all higher than the 
cut-off value indicating that no statistical difference was found in each pair. 
Consequently, the results fail to reject our null hypothesis and Q3 has been answered, 
that the cognates would not make hard sentences easier to understand. 
The correlations between participants were also given in Table 12. The 
strongest correlation was found between P3 & P12, followed by P1 & P10 and P3 & 
P9. In the contrast, both P8 & P15 and P2 & P13 negatively correlated with each 
other (-0.46 and -0.33 respectively). 
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 C1 R1 C2 R2 C3 R3 C4 R4 C5 R5 
P1 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 
P2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 3  
P3 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 
P4 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 
P5  2 1  2 1 1 1 2 1 
P6 4 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 3 4 
P7 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
P8 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 
P9 4 4 3 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 
P10 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 4 3 
P11 4 3 2 3 3 4 2 1 3 3 
P12 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 
P13 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 4 
P14 1 4 1 1 2 4 2 1 1 3 
P15 4 3 4 2 2 2 4 1 4 3 
P16 5 5 2 1 3 3 1 1 4  
P17 3 4 2 2 4 3 2 2 4 3 
std 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.9 1 0.8 0.4 1.1 0.9 
m 2.7 1.9 2.1 1.8 2.1 2.4 1.7 1.2 2.6 2.6 
Table 3a Ratings given to each sentence in Group 1 by each participant, as well as the Mean (m) and 
Standard deviation (std) 
 
 C6 R6 C7 R7 C8 R8 C9 R9 C10 R10 
P1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 
P2 2 1 1 2 4 4 3 3 2 3 
P3 2 2 1 1 3 4 1 1 2 2 
P4 1 1 2 1 5 5 2 2 2 1 
P5 1 1 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 
P6 3 2 2 1 3 5 2 1 3 2 
P7 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
P8 3  1 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 
P9 3 3 2 2 4 4 3 3 2 2 
P10 2 1 1 1 3 4 1 2 2 1 
P11 3 4 2 2 2 3 1 1 2 2 
P12 2 2 1 1 4 3 1 1 2 2 
P13 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 
P14 2 3 2 3 1 4 4 3 2 3 
P15 4 3 4  4 5    3 
P16 4 3 2 1 5 5 3 3 3 3 
P17 3 2 2 2 4  3 2 2 2 
std 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.7 
m 2.5 2.1 1.8 1.6 3 3.4 2.1 2 2 2.2 
Table 3b Continued Ratings given to each sentence in Group 1 by each participant, as well as the 
Mean (m) and Standard deviation (std) 
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 average mean average standard deviation 
Control sentence 2.25 0.96 
Reference sentence 2.20 0.87 
Table 4 Average of m and standard deviation of all control and reference sentences in Group 1 
 
 C1&R1 C2&R2 C3&R3 C4&R4 C5&R5 
T 0.85 -2.09 -1.29 -2.73 0.23 
df 15 15 16 16 14 
t 2.131 2.131 2.120 2.120 2.145 
p 0.41 0.05 0.22 0.01 0.81 
Table 5a t-value of each sentence pair in Group 1 
 
 C6&R6 C7&R7 C8&R8 C9&R9 C10&R10 
T -1.78 -0.44 1.94 -0.32 0.76 
df 14 15 15 15 15 
t 2.145 2.131 2.131 2.131 2.131 
p 0.05 0.67 0.07 0.75 0.46 
Table 5b Continued t-value of each sentence pair in Group 1 
 
 P1 P3 P4 P6 P7 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 
P1 1           
P3 -0.16 1          
P4 -0.40 0.5 1         
P6 -0.15 0.72 0.57 1        
P7 0.34 0.38 -0.3 0.24 1       
P9 -0.16 0.51 0.41 0.46 0.05 1      
P10 0.07 0.61 0.65 0.78 0.08 0.48 1     
P11 0.24 0.35 0.02 0.48 0.14 0.39 0.44 1    
P12 -0.16 0.72 0.7 0.65 0.17 0.3 0.59 0.24 1   
P13 -0.21 0.29 -0.4 0.25 0.45 0.22 0.15 0 0.06 1  
P14 -0.09 0.11 0.01 0.15 0.29 0.27 0.06 0.07 -0.15 0.51 1 
Table 6 Correlation between participants in terms of Group 1 
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 C1 R1 C2 R2 C3 R3 C4 R4 C5 R5 
P1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P2 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 
P3 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 
P4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P5  2 1   2 2 1 2 2 
P6 4 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 
P7 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P8 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1  2 
P9 4 4 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 
P10 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P11 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 
P12 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P13 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 3 
P14 1 4 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 
P15 4 3 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 
P16 5 5 2 1 5 5 5 4 4 5 
P17 3 4 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 
std 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.8 1.0 1.1 
m 2.7 2.9 2.1 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.3 1.8 1.9 
Table 7a Ranks given to each sentence in Group 2 by each participant, as well as the Mean (m) and 
Standard deviation (std) 
 
 C6 R6 C7 R7 C8 R8 C9 R9 C10 R10 
P1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 
P2 3  1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
P3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
P4  1 1 1 1 1 2  1 1 
P5 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 
P6 1 1 4 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 
P7 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
P8 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 
P9 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
P10 1 1  2  1 3 3 1 1 
P11 2 2 3 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 
P12 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 
P13 3 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 
P14 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 
P15 2 1 3 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 
P16 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 
P17 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 
std 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
m 2.0 1.8 2.3 1.9 1.5 1.6 2.8 2.5 1.7 1.7 
Table 7b Continued Ranks given to each sentence in Group 2 by each participant, as well as the Mean 
(m) and Standard deviation (std) 
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 average mean average standard deviation 
Control sentences 1.99 1.10 
Reference sentences 1.89 1.03 
Table 8 Mean and standard deviation of all control and reference sentences in Group 2 
 
 C1&R1 C2&R2 C3&R3 C4&R4 C5&R5 
T -0.4 1.07 -0.90 -2.40 0.32 
df 16 16 15 16 15 
t 2.120 2.120 2.131 2.120 0.131 
p 0.67 0.30 0.38 0.03 0.75 
Table 9a t-value of each sentence pair in Group 2 
 
 C6&R6 C7&R7 C8&R8 C9&R9 C10&R10 
T -1.00 -1.58 1.46 -2.42 0.00 
df 14 15 15 15 16 
t 2.145 2.131 2.131 2.131 2.120 
p 0.33 0.14 0.16 0.03 0.99 
Table 9b Continued t-value of each sentence pair in Group 2 
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 C1 R1 C2 R2 C3 R3 C4 R4 C5 R5 C6 R6 C7 R7 C8 R8 
P1 2 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 
P2 3 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 
P3 3 3 4 4 3 3 5 5 3 4 4 3 4 4 2 2 
P4 1 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 3 3 
P5 2 2 4 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2 2 
P6 2 3 3 4 2 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 
P7 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
P8 3 2 3 3 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 
P9 3 3 5 5 3 3 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 
P10 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 
P11 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 2 3 3 2 4 
P12 2 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 2 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 
P13 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 3 3 2 2 
P14 1 2 4 3 2 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 1 2 
P15 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 4 3 4 4 
P16 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 
P17 3 3 5 4 3 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 
std 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
m 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 
Table 10 Ranks given to each sentence in Group 3 by each participant, as well as the Mean (m) and 
Standard deviation (std) 
 
 average man average standard deviation 
Control sentences 3.10 1.08 
Reference sentences 3.18 1.11 
Table 11 Mean and standard deviation of all control and reference sentences in Group 3 
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 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 
P1 1         
P2 0.07 1        
P3 0.53 0.24 1       
P4 0.08 0.17 0.59 1      
P5 0.33 -0.07 0.69 0.57 1     
P6 0.16 0.51 0.24 0.49 -0.06 1    
P7 0.09 0.51 0.22 0.09 0.15 0.18 1   
P8 0.47 0.47 0.52 0.09 0.31 0.05 0.19 1  
P9 0.67 0.00 0.73 0.59 0.57 0.33 -0.09 0 1 
P10 0.75 -0.08 0.41 -0.07 0.33 -0.15 0.22 0.38 0.64 
P11 0.21 0.13 0.27 0.06 0.23 -0.13 0.00 0.21 0.29 
P12 0.45 0.22 0.77 0.55 0.69 0.11 0.40 0.52 0.61 
P13 0.14 -0.33 0.42 -0.04 0.07 -0.08 -0.13 0.15 0.24 
P14 0.22 0.24 0.50 0.64 0.60 0.33 -0.04 0.53 0.39 
P15 -0.05 -0.13 0.00 0.32 0.06 0.13 0.56 -0.46 0.00 
P16 0.32 -0.21 0.45 0.24 0.26 0.05 -0.23 0.44 0.41 
P17 0.12 0.39 0.49 0.56 0.37 0.49 0.30 0.16 0.59 
Table 12a Correlation between participants in terms of Group 3 
 
 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 
P10 1        
P11 0.39 1       
P12 0.55 0.25 1      
P13 0.11 -0.10 0.00 1     
P14 -0.16 0.07 0.37 0.00 1    
P15 0.06 -0.10 0.17 -0.05 -0.26 1   
P16 0.19 0.33 0.28 0.44 0.44 -0.16 1  
P17 0.22 0.24 0.41 0.04 0.25 0.18 -0.02 1 
Table 12b Continued Correlation between participants in terms of Group 3 
 
 C1&R1 C2&R2 C3&R3 C4&R4 C5&R5 C6&R6 C7&R7 C8&R8 
T 1.57 -0.70 1.29 -0.44 1.43 -1.46 -0.57 2.06 
df 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
t 2.120 2.120 2.120 2.120 2.120 2.120 2.120 2.120 
p 0.14 0.50 0.22 0.67 0.17 0.16 0.58 0.06 
Table 13 t-value of each sentence pair in Group 3 
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3.5 CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
The first research problem (R.Q1) has been answered in section 1.2. To the 
French people: 1) a low frequency or long length cognate would not alter their 
understanding of a sentence. In other words, the cognate is independent of these 
word features; 2) a cognate makes little contribution to make a hard sentence easier 
to understand, but it would not make the sentence more difficult to understand either. 
These findings suggest that when building a readability measure for L2 learners from 
France, the cognates could not be simply treated as a normal vocabulary as they are 
independent of other word features. It is necessary to identify the potential cognates 
in a text before giving any readability estimation. Otherwise, the estimation results 
are unable to reflect the actual difficulty level of an English text for French. As a 
result, the problem lies in how the cognates can be identified. Manually identifying is 
possible but it is costly when the text grows, therefore, an automated detection 
system is introduced in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Multilingual lexical resources to 
detect cognates in non-aligned 
texts 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Experimental results from the previous chapter suggested that the English-
French cognate would not alter people’s understanding of a sentence, even if it has a 
low frequency or a long word length. This means that an appropriate automated 
readability measure should consider cognates differently than other words. As a 
result, a method is presented in this chapter to identify the words in a text in a given 
target language (English) that could acceptably be translated by a true cognate in a 
given source language (French, which is the native language of a reader learning the 
target language). Acceptability in this context does not necessarily mean that a 
translator (human or automatic) would choose the true cognate as the preferred 
translation, but rather that the true cognate is indeed a synonym of the preferred 
translation. The method presented in this research takes into account both 
characteristics of true cognates, which are similar spelling and similar meaning. 
Most of the previous work in cognate identification has been operating with 
bilingual (aligned) corpora by using orthographic and phonetic measurements only. 
In such settings, the similarity of meaning is measured by the alignment of sentences 
in parallel texts. Basically, all the words in a parallel sentence become candidates 
that are then evaluated for orthographic similarity. 
In the absence of aligned linguistic context, this research proposes that 
candidates with similar meaning can be proposed by a disambiguation system 
coupled with multilingual, sense-based lexicons where each word is associated to a 
set of senses, and these senses are shared by all languages. A multilingual version of 
WordNet is an example of such lexicons. In this chapter, it is proposed to use 
BabelNet, which is an open source and freely accessible semantic network that 
connects concepts and named entities in a very large network of semantic relations 
built from both WordNet and the Wikipedia. Furthermore, it is also a multilingual 
encyclopaedic dictionary, with lexicographic and encyclopaedic coverage of terms in 
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different languages. In order to disambiguate the word sense, BabelNet provides a 
Java tool that is called Babelfy. It employs a unified approach connecting Entity 
Linking (EL) and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) together. Moro et al. (2014) 
believe that the lexicographic knowledge used in WSD is useful for tackling the EL 
task, and vice versa, that the encyclopaedic information utilised in EL helps 
disambiguate nominal mentions in a WSD setting. Given an English sentence, 
Babelfy can disambiguate the meaning of each named entity or concept. For 
example, “You will get more <volume when beating egg whites if you first bring 
them to room <temperature.” The words with bracket in front are cognates. 
“Volume” has been disambiguated as “The amount of 3-dimensional space occupied 
by an object”, and “temperature” refers to “The degree of hotness or coldness of a 
body or environment”. After the English word has been processed, it will search the 
words in other languages that contain this particular sense, as candidates. The 
English word in the source is then compared to the candidates in the target language 
to establish orthographic similarity. Because there are several types of orthographic 
similarity used in the literature, first established is which is the most discriminative 
of cognates. A threshold-based approach and machine learning-based approaches are 
then evaluated to leverage orthographic similarity to discriminate cognates from non-
cognates. 
A first evaluation focuses on the performance of this method on a cognate 
detection task in natural data. The natural dataset contains six different genres of text. 
A second evaluation focuses specifically on semi-cognate classification in control 
sentences, where 20 semi-cognates were each presented in a sentence where they 
would translate as a cognate, and in a sentence where they would not. 
This chapter was organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents related research on 
cognate identification and introduces Word sense disambiguation with Babelfy. This 
research framework is then described in section 4.3 and the empirical study to define 
its most suitable implementation in 4.4. Finally in section 4.5 the evaluation of  
implementation on two datasets is presented. The sources of remaining errors are 
discussed in section 4.6 and the conclusions, with future work, presented in section 
4.7. 
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4.2 RELATED WORK 
4.2.1 Identifying Cognates based on Word Shape Similarity  
The most well-known approach to measuring how similar two words look to a 
reader is to measure the Edit Distance (ED) (Levenshtein, 1966). The ED returns a 
value corresponding to the minimum number of deletions, insertions and 
substitutions needed to transform the source language word into the target language 
word. The Dice coefficient measurement (Brew and McKelvie, 1996) is defined as 
the ratio of the number of n-grams that are shared by two strings and the total 
number of n-grams in both strings. The Dice coefficient with bi-grams (DICE) is a 
particularly popular word similarity measure. In their work, Brew and McKelvie 
looked only at pairs of verbs in English and French, pairs that were extracted from 
aligned sentences in a parallel corpus. Melamed (1999) used another popular 
technique, namely the Longest Common Subsequence Ratio (LCSR), that is the ratio 
of the length of the longest (not necessarily contiguous) common subsequence (LCS) 
and the length of the longer word. Simard, Foster and Isabelle (1992) used cognates 
to align sentences in bi-texts. They only employed the first four characters of the 
English-French word pairs to determine whether the word pairs are cognates or not. 
ALINE (Kondrak, 2000), was an example of a phonetic approach. It was 
originally designed to align phonetic sequences, but since it chose the optimal 
alignment based on the similarity score, it could also be used for computing word 
shape similarity between word pairs. Kondrak believed that ALINE provided a more 
accurate result than a pure orthographic method. Kondrak and Dorr (2004) reported 
that a simple average of several orthographic similarity measures outperformed all 
the measures on the task of the identification of cognates for drug names. Kondrak 
proposed the n-gram method (Kondrak, 2005) a year later. In this work, he 
developed a notion of n-gram similarity and distance, which revealed that original 
Levenshtein distance and LCSR were special cases of n-gram distance and similarity 
respectively. He successfully evaluated his new measurement on deciding if pairs of 
given words were genetic cognates, translational cognates or drug names cognates 
respectively. The results indicated that Bi gram distance and similarity was more 
effective than the Tri gram method. The Bi gram methods also outperformed 
Levenshtein, LCSR and Dice coefficient. Rama (2014) combined the subsequence 
feature with the system developed by Hauer and Kondrak, which employed a number 
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of word shape similarity scores as features to train a SVM model. Rama stated, “The 
subsequence generated from his formula weigh the similarity between two words 
based on the number of dropped characters and combine vowels and consonants 
seamlessly”. He concluded that using the Hauer and Kondrak’s system with a 
sequence length of 2 could maximise the accuracy. However, none of the work 
mentioned above has taken the word context into account. 
4.2.2 Identifying Cognates Using Semantic Similarity  
Kondrak (2001) proposed COGIT, a cognate-identification system that 
combines ALINE with semantic similarity. Given two vocabulary lists (L1, L2) in 
distinct languages, his system first calculated the phonetic similarities between each 
pair of entries (I, j) ∈ (L1 × L2). The semantic similarity of each pair of word was 
calculated based on the glosses information between a pair of words. The glosses 
were available in English for all words in both lists. The overall similarity was a 
linear combination of phonetic and semantic similarity, with different importance 
assigned to them respectively. The final outcome of this system was a list 
vocabulary-entry pair, sorted according to the estimated likelihood of their 
cognateness. Although their evaluation suggested that their methods employing 
semantic information from glosses performed better than methods based on word 
shape (phonetic and orthographic), they only focused on finding cognates between 
different Native American languages. 
Frunza (2006) focused on different machine learning techniques to classify 
word pairs as true cognates, false cognates or unrelated. She designed two classes 
called “orthographically similar” and “not orthographically similar” to separate these 
three types of cognates. However, since the cognate and false cognate were likely to 
have a high orthographical similarity, their features also included one form of 
semantic similarity, which was whether the words are translations of each other. As a 
result, this third class - “translation of each other” allowed the classifiers to make a 
decision when a false cognate had a high orthographical similarity. Similar to Kondra 
who used Wordnet and European Wordnet to fetch the glosses, Frunza employed 
bilingual dictionaries to retrieve the translations. 
The method proposed by Mulloni, Pekar, Mitkov and Blagoev (2007) also 
combined orthographic similarity and semantic similarity. They first extracted 
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candidate cognate pairs from comparable bilingual corpora using LCSR, followed by 
the refinement process using corpus evidence about their semantic similarity. In 
terms of the semantic similarity, they believed that if two words have similar 
meanings – and were therefore cognates – they should be semantically close to 
roughly the same set of words in both (or more) languages. For example, for English 
“article” and French “article”, their method first found a set of ten most similar 
words in the representative language respectively. Then, the method used a bilingual 
dictionary to find the correspondence between the two sets of words. Thirdly, a 
collision set was created between two sets of neighbours, saving words that had at 
least one translation in the counterpart set. Lastly, The Dice coefficient was used to 
determine the similarity of the two sets, which became the semantic similarity of the 
two original words. 
4.2.3 Word Sense Disambiguation 
Unlike all the previous methods, which took semantic similarity into 
consideration, the proposed approach of this research was based on word sense 
disambiguation (WSD) within monolingual texts, as this research aimed to use the 
sense of words as a pivot to identify candidate cognates. There were two mainstream 
approaches to word sense disambiguation. One is supervised WSD, which used 
machine learning methods to learn a classifier for all target words from labelled 
training sets. Navigli (2012) asserted that memory-based learning and SVM 
approaches proved to be most effective. The other approach was Knowledge-based 
WSD, which exploited knowledge resources such as semantic networks to determine 
the senses of words in context. Such approaches used network features to identify 
which interpretation of the words in a sentence leads to the most connected 
representation with the words (as a semantic graph). The application employed in 
this study was called Babelfy, which is powered by BabelNet. 
4.2.4 BabelNet 
BabelNet follows the structure of a traditional lexical knowledge base and 
accordingly consisted of a labelled directed graph where nodes represent concepts 
and named entities, while edges expressed semantic relations between them. The 
network contained data available in WordNet and also incorporated new nodes and 
relationships extracted from Wikipedia (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012). 
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Each node in BabelNet is called a Babel synsets. Navigli (2013) explained that 
each Babel synset represents a given meaning and contains all the synonyms that 
express that meaning in a range of different languages. More precisely, a Babel 
synset contains (1) a synset ID; (2) the source of the synset (such as WIKI or 
WordNet); (3) the corresponding WordNet synset offset; (4) the number of senses in 
all languages and their full list; (5) the number of translations of the sense and their 
full list. For example, when the English word “Bank” means a financial institution, 
its translations in other languages as (German “Bank”), (Italian “banca”), and 
(French “banque”); (6) the number of semantic pointers such as relations to other 
Babel synsets and their full list; (7) its corresponding glosses (possibly available in 
many languages). 
Babelfy is supported by BabelNet; it disambiguates and links all nominal and 
named entity mentions within a text. According to the description from Moro et al. 
(2014), Babelfy brings the WSD and entity linking together with the following three 
steps: (1) associating each vertex, such as concept or named entity, to generate a 
semantic signature of a given lexicalised semantic network. The semantic network 
referred to Babelnet; (2) extracting all linkable fragments from a given text and list 
possible meanings based on a semantic network for each of them; (3) creating a 
graph-based semantic interpretation of the whole input text by linking candidate 
meanings of extracted fragments using the previously-generated semantic signature, 
followed by a dense sub-graph of this representation to select the best candidate 
meaning of each fragment. 
In the same work conducted by Moro et al. (2014), Babelfy has been evaluated 
on six different datasets such as the SemEval-2013 task 12 dataset, KORE50, AIDA-
CoNLL and compared with different WSD systems like UKB, UMCC-DLSI and 
GETALP. Their experiment results indicated that using BabelNet as the sense 
inventory, Babelfy beat all testing systems on English and German. It also achieved a 
comparable performance with the best systems on two other languages (UKB on 
Italian and UMCC-DLSI on Spanish). The outcomes approved that Babelfy is very 
competitive and can achieve a better disambiguating performance among all 
participating systems on selected texts. 
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4.3 GENERAL FRAMEWORK 
The following sections first present a general framework for cognate detection 
supported by disambiguation and multilingual resources. This framework provides a 
score of “cognateness” with regards to a source language for every word in text 
written in a target language. Such a score can be interpreted as the likelihood that a 
reader learning the target language would be assisted by their native language (the 
source language) to understand the meaning of the word. 
To calculate the score of a word W, the main steps in our framework are as 
follows: 
• Identify the likelihood of each possible sense of W (semantic similarity 
score (SS))  
• For each sense, all the translations of the sense in the source language 
become candidate cognates (CW) 
• For each candidate cognate (CW), calculate its word shape similarity score 
(WSS), its orthographic similarity with W. 
• Determine the cognateness of W as the maximum combined SS and WSS 
score, that is: 
 
𝑪(𝑾) = 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑪𝑾�𝑴. 𝑺𝑺(𝑪𝑾)+ (𝟏 − 𝑴).𝑾𝑺𝑺(𝑪𝑾)� Equation 1 
 
 
Figure 1 Process of general framework 
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For example, there are two possible meanings for the word “match” after 
disambiguation, which are S_A matchstick and S_B game, with 80% and 20% of 
sense likelihood respectively (this then becomes the (SS) score between the possible 
translations of each sense and the initial word). In the second step, all the possible 
translations of each sense in French will be retrieved according the multilingual 
resource. Finally, the retrieved translation will be paired with the word match. As 
shown in figure 1, the final pairs under sense A would be (W, T_A1), similarly, pairs 
generated under sense B, which are (W, T_B1), (W, T_B2) and so on. For each of 
the candidate pairs, the possible translation leads to the WSS score by applying 
orthographic/phonetic distance between the translation and the initial word (e.g., 
between “match” and “allumette”, “match” and “partie”). We then determine the 
cognateness of the word match by using the maximum combined SS and WSS score. 
4.4 METHODOLOGY 
The general approach presented in section 4.3 would be suited to the early 
version of BabelNet (version 1.0.1). Babelfy has a much higher accuracy for 
disambiguating; it does not provide sense likelihood for several candidate senses but 
only a single candidate sense. This is taken into account in the implementation of this 
research by providing a simplified approach that does not use sense similarity. 
Indeed, in this study, it is assumed that the semantic similarity score is a static value, 
which is always 1 and the combined formula is left for future work. As a result, the 
cognateness of a word W is now estimated by:  
𝑪(𝑾) = 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑪𝑾�𝑾𝑺𝑺(𝑪𝑾)� Equation 2 
While scores are suited to applications that will not directly need a decision 
(such as used as a feature in readability measure, or used with graded colours in a 
visual interface), many will require a binary interpretation, including this evaluation 
framework. The binary decision is whether a word is a potential cognate of at least 
one of its likely translations. Such a decision can be based on a threshold for the 
cognate score presented above, or can be modelled using a panel of scores with a 
machine learning approach. 
The implementation process is depicted in Figure 2 and the steps described as 
follows. 
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Figure 2 Process of implementation 
Pre-Processing: The document is split into sentences, then each word within 
the sentence is stemmed using the Krovetz Stemmer algorithm. 
Disambiguate Sense: The stemmed sentence is disambiguated by Babelfy, 
with a specified “Exact” matching level. This matching level was empirically found 
to provide more accurate results than other options. For each word W in the sentence, 
we obtain a Babel Sense S. 
Find Translations: Query BabelNet based on the Babel Sense id of S. This 
provides a list of translations [T1, T2 …] of sense S. 
Calculate WSS Score: Several measures can be used to calculate the WSS 
score between word W and its translations. For example, we could get WSS1 as the 
score between (W, T1) and WSS2 for (W, T2) by using DICE. In the end, the Max 
[WSS1, WSS2] is selected as the final WSS score under sense S for word W with 
DICE. 
Make Decision: Two approaches are proposed to decide whether or not a word 
W is cognate. The threshold approach states that true cognates are likely to have 
higher scores than non-cognates (Mulloni et Al., 2007). As a result, we build a 
training and a testing set for both cognate pairs (known cognates) and non-cognate 
pairs (random word pairs), and estimate the threshold that best separates cognates 
from non-cognates in the training set. The second approach proposes that several 
orthographic similarity measures can be retained, and the decision can be made using 
machine learning. A model is learnt from all W and all similarity measures in a 
training set of natural annotated data. For example, if a word W has two translations 
[T1, T2]; list_a which is [WSS1a, WSS2a, WSS3a, WSS4a, WSS5a] would be the 
WSS scores of T1; similarly, list_b ([WSS1b, WSS2b, WSS3b, WSS4b, WSS5b]) 
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for T2. The five WSS scores in each list are calculated from Levenshtein, Bi 
Distance, LCSR, Dice and Soundex respectively. By finding the biggest value of 
(WSS1a, WSS1b), (WSS2a, WSS2b), (WSS3a, WSS3b) and so on, we generate a 
best value list which is Max [WSS1, WSS2, WSS3, WSS4, WSS5] for a word W. 
4.5 EVALUATION 
4.5.1 Tuning the Decision Models 
For the threshold approach, the training set contains 600 English French true 
cognate pairs and 600 English French non-cognate pairs. The testing set contains 300 
English French true cognate pairs and 300 English French non-cognate pairs. True 
cognate pairs were collected from various online resources. Non-cognate pairs were 
compiled by randomly selecting English words and French words from news 
websites. 
While most cognate pairs on existing lists are of exactly identical words, this 
does not reflect the reality, so one-third of non-identical cognate pairs have been 
purposely included in the training set. Bigram Distance, Dice coefficient, Soundex, 
Levenshtein, and LCSR have been compared. 
Measure Threshold Accuracy 
Bigram distance 0.4 0.911 
LCSR 0.444 0.898 
Dice Coefficient 0.235 0.895 
Levenshtein 0.428 0.882 
Soundex 0.675 0.871 
Table 14 Threshold and Accuracy of each orthographic measure 
Table 14 shows the accuracy of each measure used as a threshold on the testing 
set. In future evaluation, not only the Bigram Distance will be used to generate WSS 
score, but also Soundex. The reason we still employ Soundex despite its lowest 
accuracy is that it is a popular phonetic measure, so it is interesting to make 
comparisons with the BI distance. 
For the machine learning approach, two models are trained from the different 
training corpus described in the following section, one using Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) and Naïve Bayes (NB). 
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4.5.2 Cognate Detection in Natural Data 
The first experiment aims to evaluate the approach of this research on natural 
language texts. A corpus has been collected from web sources based on six different 
genres: cooking recipes (cook), political news (politics), sports news (sport), 
technical documentation (tech), novel (novel) and subtitles (sub). For each genre, 
five documents of roughly 500 words have been collected, resulting in a total of 30 
documents. A bilingual English/French speaker has manually annotated this training 
corpus to identify the true cognates 1. Recent borrowings (such as “croissant” in 
English or “weekend” in French) were also annotated as cognates. The annotator 
reported that while some true cognates are very obvious as they have exactly the 
same spelling, there were cases where the words in French and English obviously 
shared some etymology and had some similarity (i.e. “juice” vs. “jus” or “spice” vs. 
“épice”), but it was difficult to decide if they would support a reader’s understanding. 
These cases were also annotated in the corpus. Some words had a different spelling 
but very similar pronunciation and were therefore considered as cognates in this 
annotation process such as “vinegar” and “vinaigre”. 
Table 15 lists the total numbers of cognates (C), non-cognates (N), stop words 
(S) and non-word characters (NW) for both the testing and training set. In brackets, 
the number of cognates and non-cognates are shown that are actually processed by 
Balelfy and considered in the evaluation. 
 Training Testing 
Stop words 5,503 6,711 
Non-word 
character  
585 752 
Cognates 1,623 (1,441) 2,138  (1,978) 
Non-
cognates 
3,368 (2896) 3,736 (2,008) 
Total 11,709 (4,337) 13,337 (3,986) 
Table 15 Natural Data corpus characteristics 
When testing these approaches on this dataset, interest is in the overall 
accuracy, but also more specifically in the capacity of this system to identify the 
cognates and only the cognates. Therefore, three measures of evaluation are used, 
namely Accuracy (A), Recall (R) and Precision (P). 
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 BI Distance Soundex 
 A P R A P R 
cook 0.81 0.73 0.81 0.79 0.71 0.8 
n_p 0.80 0.82 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.77 
tech 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.8 0.77 0.8 
n_s 0.79 0.68 0.64 0.74 0.64 0.67 
novel 0.81 0.56 0.76 0.8 0.54 0.77 
sub 0.81 0.51 0.78 0.81 0.49 0.76 
avg 0.80 0.72 0.75 0.78 0.69 0.77 
Table 16 Results from decisions made by the thresholds approach with BI and Soundex 
Table 16 shows the results of the threshold method, using either the BI distance 
or the Soundex similarity, for each genre and the average (avg). These results show 
that BI Distance has a higher overall detection accuracy than Soundex, with average 
0.8 compared with 0.78. It is interesting to observe that Soundex has a better recall 
rate than BI, which is to be expected, given this particular definition of cognates as 
being words supported via a source language, rather than purely orthographically 
similar. There are no major differences across genres between Soundex and BI 
Distance. Both measures have higher precision and recall rate in cooking recipe 
(cook), political news (politics) and technology (tech), but lower results in sport 
news (sport), novel (novel) and subtitles (sub). 
Table 17 shows the results for the two trained models. NB improves the 
precision across all genres but reduces the recall rate compared with SVM, which 
provides a completely reversed trend. The largest difference is observed for the sport 
news, novels and subtitles. NB dramatically improves their precision and still 
provides acceptable recall values, while SVM has lower precision but similar recall 
rate. The results also suggest that in addition to having an overall higher accuracy, 
NB is more robust across genres as there are smaller variations in precision and 
comparable variations in recall. For example, the precision range of SVM is between 
[0.47, 0.82] but [0.63, 0.85] for NB. If comparing the results between machine 
learning and threshold approaches, the BI distance, which is the best threshold 
approach, exhibits variations of a similar order and range as those from SVM across 
the genres. As a result, the NB model is more likely to provide a balanced precision, 
recall and overall accuracy rate. 
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 SVM NB 
 A P R A P R 
cook 0.82 0.75 0.81 0.8 0.77 0.73 
n_p 0.81 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.85 0.70 
tech 0.82 0.78 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.76 
n_s 0.76 0.65 0.74 0.78 0.73 0.62 
novel 0.79 0.53 0.78 0.85 0.65 0.74 
sub 0.78 0.47 0.77 0.87 0.63 0.74 
avg 0.80 0.70 0.78 0.82 0.77 0.71 
Table 17 Results from decisions made by models 
Finally, two baselines have been established to situate the results. The first 
baseline model (BL1) assumes that all words in the testing set are non-cognates. To 
establish the second baseline (BL2), an English/French cognate word list is 
employed as provided by Frunza (2006), and a simple decision rule is applied, that 
every word in the text that is present in the list should be returned as a cognate. 
The results from the two baselines are in Table 18. Because novel and subtitles 
contain fewer cognates, this results in the overall accuracy of BL1 and BL2 on these 
two genres being almost as good as the rates calculated from SVM. Precision and 
recall are not applied to BL1, and there is a huge variation between precision and 
recall values in BL2 across all the genres. This highlights the limits of a list-based 
approach. 
 BL1 BL2 
 A A P R 
cook 0.58 0.64 0.95 0.14 
n_p 0.44 0.52 0.92 0.15 
tech 0.52 0.58 0.86 0.14 
n_s 0.59 0.64 0.88 0.12 
novel 0.77 0.78 0.61 0.13 
sub 0.8 0.83 0.69 0.24 
avg 0.6 0.65 0.85 0.15 
Table 18 Accuracy of two baselines, as well as Precision and Recall value of  BL2 
4.5.3 Testing Semi-cognates in Control Sentences 
The second evaluation aims to test the robustness of the approach specifically for 
semi-cognates. For example, the English word “address” is a true cognate when it 
means “mailing, email” or “deftness, skill, dexterity”. However, it is a false cognate 
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when it refers to “discourse”. This task is highly dependent on the quality of the 
disambiguation. 
Twenty semi-cognates are used to create control sentences where they appear either 
as a true cognate or as a false cognate. For each semi-cognate, we created two 
sentences, one where it is a true cognate and one where it is a false cognate. 
Additionally, we ensured that the other words in the sentences were neither true nor 
false cognates. Using address as an example again, the sentences created were “What 
is your <address?” and “His keynote <address is very insightful.” 
In this evaluation, the NB model is used to make decisions, since it provided 
the best accuracy in the previous evaluation. 
True Cognate F. Cognate 
C N C N 
15 4 14 5 
Table 19 Results from NB model 
Table 19 shows the confusion matrix when the model is applied to the 20 
sentences containing true cognates and the 20 sentences containing false cognates. 
The confusion matrices first show that two semi-cognates fail to be annotated or that 
BabelNet did not contain translation for the disambiguated sense. Of the four errors 
made on recognising the true cognates, two of them are due to an error in 
disambiguation, and for the other two, Babelfy fails to provide the correct 
translations because the extracted text fragment is a combination of two words or 
more. For example, in “I like action movies”, the sense of the word action is correct 
but mapped to action_movie instead of action itself. Of the 14 errors made on 
recognising false cognates, six were due to errors in the disambiguation, seven were 
due to erroneous translations of the sense, and only two were due to an error of the 
model (words “organ” and “orgue” were considered cognates). For example, the 
word “assume” in sentence “I <assume full duty in this matter” was disambiguated as 
“Take to be the case or to be true and accept without verification or proof.” It has 
translations such as “assumer”, “supposer”. Since we will only take the translation 
that has the highest WSS score, the assumer is selected instead of the supposer. 
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4.6 CHAPTER DISCUSSION 
While the performance of this approach shows improvements over a baseline 
using a dictionary-based approach, there are a number of errors that could be avoided 
by integrating a probabilistic disambiguation approach, as proposed in section 4.3. 
The issue of the quality of the disambiguation system, even though a system with 
high performances was selected, has been highlighted in section 4.5.3 on the semi-
cognate evaluation, but has also been observed on natural data. 
Another issue is that Babelfy is not able to process all the words that should be 
disambiguated. For example, “You can bring egg whites to room <temperature by 
setting the eggs out on the counter at least 30 <minutes in <<advance of your 
preparation”, and the advance was ignored. Table 15 also shows how many such 
missing words are occurring in the natural dataset. The number of missing words 
varies across genres, for example, subtitles may only have nine missing words out of 
2,000, while sport news may have 55. Non-cognate words are more likely to be 
ignored, compared with true cognates; especially the cooking recipes and political 
news may include lots of low frequency word and name entities. 
Additionally, there are several cases where an identified sense does not have a 
French translation in BabelNet (although we verified that the language has some). 
For instance, “Place the egg whites in a <bowl in a pan of warm water”; although 
Babelfy successfully disambiguates bowl as, “A round vessel that is open at the top; 
mainly used for holding food or liquids”, BabelNet simply does not have a French 
translation for bol under this specific sense in its network. Furthermore, some errors 
come from erroneous translations provided by BabelNet, even though we filter the 
translation sources to only use open multilingual wordnet (omwn), wiki, wikidata, 
wiki translation (wikitr). For instance, marshmallow shows French translation 
marshmallow instead of chamallow, and soccer shows French translation soccer 
instead of football, thus impacting on the precision. Finally, annotations are always 
subjective for similar but non-identical words, or close but non-identical meanings. 
4.7 CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
A methodology has been presented to identify potential cognates in English 
sentences for French people without the support from aligned texts. The second 
research question (R.Q2) was answered in section 1.2, which incorporating the word 
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shape similarity measures and word sense disambiguation techniques into a Naïve 
Bayes classifier could find 80% of the cognates in a text. The result is high enough to 
successfully be used in the sentence readability estimation task in Chapter 5. The 
methodology of the readability estimation task requires the removal of the cognates 
in a sentence, in order to compare the difficulty levels of a sentence with and without 
cognates. It is obvious that the comparison result would be different, based on how 
well the cognates have been removed. Therefore, this automated detection system 
was compared with manual annotation, and more descriptions were presented in 
section 5.5. 
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Chapter 5: Cognate-aware language model 
to estimate sentence readability 
for French Readers 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Experimental results from Chapter 3 suggested that true cognates would not 
hinder a learner’s understanding of texts, even if they are low frequency or have a 
long length. As a result, cognates could be excluded when measuring the text 
difficulty level. Moreover, in Chapter 4, a method was presented to automatically 
extract true cognates from non-aligned English texts using multilingual lexical 
resources with 80% accuracy. It is now proposed to leverage these results within a 
method to build a cognate-aware language model to estimate the reading difficulty 
level of English texts for French people. The language model is learnt from a corpus 
of English texts and estimates the frequency of words. It is typically used for 
measuring readability by multiplying these estimates for each word in a sentence (R). 
It is proposed to adapt this method and only multiply the estimates of each non-
cognate word in a sentence (RC).  
The evaluation proposed compares these two approaches. In addition, cognates 
in a sentence could be removed either automatically or manually. This evaluation 
focuses on cases where R and RC would produce a different ranking of two 
sentences and these disagreements were further investigated by human annotators. 
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 presents related research on 
the pros and cons of using a statistical language model, and introduces different 
forms of prediction outcome. Section 5.3 presents this methodology, while 5.4 
presents the evaluation of the cognate-aware language model through different 
aspects, and it also includes the discussion of the evaluation results. Finally, the 
chapter conclusion are presented in sections 5.5. 
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5.2 RELATED WORK 
5.2.1  Statistical Language Model 
Assuming there is a word sequence, “the mathematic test is so difficult that” 
and we would like to know what the probability that the next word is “the”: 
P (the | the mathematic test is so difficult that) 
The common way is to count the number of times “the mathematic test is so 
difficult that” appeared in a large corpus such as Wikipedia, and count the number of 
times word “the” follows this sequence, which could be calculated as follows: 
P (the | the mathematic test is so difficult that) =  
𝐶 (𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒)
𝐶 (𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑡)  
It looks like this method of estimating probabilities is reasonably effective, but 
there is a high possibility that even a very large corpus such as Wikipedia could fail 
to give a good estimation in many cases. Because language is updated all the time, it 
is very hard to be able to count the entire sentences. For example, if the example 
sentence is changed to “the mathematic test carried out today is difficult that”, the 
Wikipedia may return us a zero count. Therefore, a more efficient and reliable 
method of estimating is needed. 
To do this, it is necessary to understand the chain rule of probability. Given a 
word sequence nw1  = w1w2w3…wn of n words, the word sequence probability could 
be calculated as follows: 
∏
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−− ==
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P (the mathematic test is difficult that) =  
P (mathematic | the) P (test | the mathematic) 
P (is | the mathematic test) P (difficult | the mathematic test is) 
P (that | the mathematic test is difficult) 
The P represents the probability or the frequency obtained from a large corpus. 
The above calculation indicated that the probability of this example word sequence 
could be calculated by multiplying together a number of conditional probabilities 
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using Equation 3. However, the problem exists that it is still unable to know how to 
calculate the probability of a word given a long sequence of previous words such as 
P (that | the mathematic test is difficult) or P (difficult | the mathematic test is). In 
order to solve this problem, the n-gram language model is applied, which follows the 
Markov assumption that the future behaviour of a dynamic system could only depend 
on its recent history. In other words, instead of calculating the probability of a word 
based on the given entire word sequence, the probability could be estimated with the 
last few words of a word sequence. For example, given the same example sentence, 
“the mathematic test is difficult that”, we still would like to know what the 
probability that next word is “the”. Rather than calculating the probability P (the | the 
mathematic test is so difficult that) proposed at the beginning of this section, we 
could simply approximate the probability using a unigram, bigram and trigram 
language model as follows: 
unigram language model: P (the) 
bigram language model: P (the | that) 
trigram language model: P (the | difficult that) 
The P also represents the probability (frequency) of seeing a particular word or 
phrase generated by each language model based on the information of a training 
corpus. As indicated, a bigram language model uses the most recent word of the 
history to condition the probability of the next word, whereas a trigram language 
model uses the two most recent words of the history. Furthermore, a trigram (n=3) is 
a better choice for dealing with large training set (millions of words); in contrast, a 
bigram (n=2) is often used with a smaller size of training data and unigram (n=1) is 
used with an even smaller one. 
As a result, the statistical language models (SLM) exploit the patterns of word 
used in language, and they estimate the prior probabilities of words in a given text. 
They play a critical role in a range of language technology applications like speech 
recognition, machine translation, information retrieval, document classification and 
so on. To build a statistical language model, training data is necessary to collect 
information in terms of word frequency. Some major types of SLM techniques such 
as n-grams, Decision Tree model, linguistically motivated models and Exponential 
Models (Rosenfeld, 2000), have almost all calculated the probability of a sentence 
into conditional probabilities as described above. 
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5.2.2  Smoothing Technique 
Rosenfeld (2000) pointed out that it was a sparse prediction problem to derive 
trigram or bigram probabilities, even with very large corpora, because the trained 
model was very likely to encounter unusual types (words) in the passage being 
estimated, that did not exist. He cited an example that after observing all trigrams in 
38 million words’ newspaper articles, a full third of trigrams in new articles from the 
same source were novel. Normally, if no further methods to fix this problem were 
proposed, a probability of 0 is assigned to a new encountered word, which was 
clearly too low, as they all have a remote chance of being found in a text. Therefore, 
this sparse data problem has been addressed using smoothing techniques. Liu and 
Croft (2005) explained that smoothing was used to make probability distributions 
more uniform, by pushing low probabilities upward while pushing high probabilities 
downward for balancing, so that the total probability mass still sums up to one. 
There were various smoothing methods. For example, discounting or scaling 
the maximum likelihood estimates (Good, 1953; Witten and Bell, 1991), recursively 
backing off to lower order n-gram (Katz, 1987; Ney et al., 1995; Kneser and Ney, 
1995; Chen and Goodman, 1998), and interpolating probability estimates from 
different n-grams order, which can be also called a mixture model (Jelinek and 
Mercer, 1980). 
5.2.3 Different Forms of Prediction Output 
Normally, the readability measures supported by SLMs or Machine Learning 
(ML) could be described as a function that maps text to a numerical output value, 
which indicates the difficulty level or assigns text to a specific grade. The majority of 
the studies described in the literature review are of the regression or classification 
type, categorising a new text to a specific grade level (Collins-Thompson, 2014). 
However, the readability prediction can be also treated as a form of pairwise 
comparison or ranking problem. The root of this idea was presented in the study of 
Inui and Yamamoto (2001). They developed a readability measure of Japanese texts 
for deaf people. They claimed that if a learner is asked to assess the difficulty level of 
a certain single text, the learner was very likely to look up some criteria to make 
judgements. However, it would be easier for the learner to make a decision if given a 
reference text with similar meaning to compare. The idea was applied when they 
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designed their questionnaire for gathering human annotations. They stated that 
ranking a set of texts using the readability ranking model could be decomposed into 
comparisons between two texts as well, by determining which one is more 
comprehensible in a pair for deaf students. Their SVM-based model achieved 95% 
precision with 89% recall in the ten-fold cross validation, which indicated that 
pairwise comparison was also competitive for readability estimation. 
Pitler and Nenkova (2008) predicted the relative difficulty of pairs of 
documents instead of giving a level to each. As they stated, “This task may in fact be 
the more natural one, since in most applications the main concern is with the relative 
quality of articles rather than their absolute scores”. In order to give the readability 
ranking, they first conducted a readability rating survey, asking participants to rate 
each text between 1 and 5 (with 5 being the best and 1 being the worst). Those text 
pairs differing by at least 0.5 were selected as the training/testing data in the ten-fold 
cross validation. The text features they focused on included baseline measures (e.g., 
the average number of characters per word and the average number of words per 
sentence), vocabulary, syntactic variables, elements of lexical cohesion, entity 
coherence and discourse relations. According to their results, using all these features 
combined with an SVM model could produce a prediction accuracy of 88.88%. 
Another comprehensive work was done by Tanaka-Ishii et al. (2010), who also 
claimed that their approach “linguistically enhances assessment of the readability of 
a text as the relative ease compared to other texts, not as the absolute difficulty of the 
text”. They constructed an SVM-based comparator and only utilised the most basic 
feature of vocabulary in terms of the word frequency. This comparator was trained 
from two sets of texts (difficult set and easy set) for English and Japanese. In the 
evaluation, they reported an overall accuracy above 90% when they trialled the 
comparator against testing data. Note that they established two testing datasets; one 
was a text collection taken from the same kind of data as the training data and the 
other text collection was unrelated to the training data and was originally assigned 
levels (level 1 to 5). They specifically pointed out that the comparator has a poor 
performance when they tried to distinguish the level 4 texts from level 5, with an 
accuracy of 84%, which was significantly lower than others. A very important 
contribution of their work was that they used a learning-to-rank method to tackle the 
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problem of sparse training data and produced a very competitive prediction result 
compared with previous methods. 
Vlachos and Lappas (2011) also considered their readability assessing work as 
a pairwise comparison problem, as described in the related work of Chapter 3.  
Having reviewed these related studies, this research understood that assessing 
the readability as a pairwise comparison is a competitive method and could produce 
high estimation accuracy as well. Similarly, it was decided to estimate the relative 
difficulty level of sentences in a pair in this study instead of giving a numerical 
output or an absolute category to each of them. 
5.3 METHODOLOGY 
5.3.1 Training SRILM Language Model 
Training data 
Statistical language models are widely used in applications that produce 
natural-language text as output, but it is also a fact that the output quality can always 
be improved by using more training data and only if the data is reasonably related to 
the desired output (Moore and Lewis, 2010). As we want to understand the 
likelihood of sentences in general language, the training data was not restricted to a 
specific type of document or domain. The first two columns of Table 20 are a quick 
view of the source of our training data.  
Source Type Size 
UMBC Web Base Corpus web contents 6 Gigabytes 
Westbury Lab Wikipedia corpus Wikipedia 1.8 Gigabytes 
Leipzig Corpora Collection Wikipedia 440 Megabytes 
Table 20 Training resources used for building language model 
Web Base Corpus: The UMBC corpus is a dataset including a collection of 
English paragraphs with over three billion words processed from the Stanford Web 
Base project, according to Han et al. (2013). They explain that the large collections 
contain 100 million web pages from more than 50,000 websites, and therefore, a 
variety of domains could be well represented. Another reason to use the UMBC Web 
Base collection is that they pre-processed each file in order to provide high quality 
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English paragraphs, for example, detecting paragraphs using heuristic rules, keeping 
paragraph length to at least 200 characters and eliminating non-English words. 
Wikipedia Corpus: In addition to the web contents, Wikipedia contents are 
also included because of the wide coverage of topics. Both Westbury Lab and 
Leipzig are Wikipedia texts. As explained on the Westbury Lab website, their corpus 
was created from a snapshot of all the articles in the English part of Wikipedia, 
which was recorded in April 2010. The corpus was also pre-processed with a few 
steps such as removing all links and irrelevant material, as well as omitting 
documents of less than 2,000 characters. The Leipzig collections were also included 
in this research, as those texts had been separated into individual sentences, and non-
sentences as well as invalid characters had already been removed by the Leipzig 
team.  
Modelling tool 
The modelling tool employed in this research is the SRI Language Modelling 
Toolkit (SRILM). SRILM is a collection of C++ libraries, executable programs and 
helper scripts, allowing both production of and experimentation with statistical 
language models for many applications like speech recognition and machine 
translation (Stolcke, 2002). In this study, a trigram language model was built with an 
SRI Language Modelling Toolkit (SRILM); the parameters of this model were 
estimated using a maximum likelihood estimate based on the observed frequency in 
the training corpus and smoothed using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Chen and 
Goodman, 1998). This smoothing was chosen because it supports interpolation in 
SRILM, which enables the discounted n-gram probability estimates at a specified 
order n to be interpolated with lower-order (unigram and bigram) estimates, yielding 
a better language model. Although a big advantage of using SRILM is that it 
provides an alternative option plus plenty of parameters allowing a language model 
to be built using large corpus, according to the explanation from SRILM, it still 
requires significantly more computer memory than four Gigabytes in order to 
successfully build the model. Otherwise, the computer could easily run out of 
memory and the construction procedure therefore would very likely be terminated. 
Taking the efficiency into account, instead of processing all the collections from all 
the three sources to build the language model, eight Gigabyte files were randomly 
selected, which have been listed in Table 20 as our training data. Although the size of 
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the training data was reduced, it was still large enough to train a desirable language 
model. 
This language modelling toolkit is freely accessed for non-commercial 
purposes, and many detailed explanations can be found in Stolcke’s work (Stolcke, 
2002). 
5.3.2 Using the Language Model 
This research calculates the probability of a sentence to estimate its readability, 
as it is believed that the degree of readability of a sentence is proportionate to the 
likelihood of this sentence being seen by an L2 learner. Generally speaking, a low 
probability of a sentence could mean that some words or phrases within the sentence 
are rarely to be used, and the lower frequency of these difficult elements the harder 
the whole sentence is to be understood. However, this may not be the case if the 
difficult element is a cognate. A cognate could still be an easy word even if it has a 
low frequency and it does not make a sentence harder to be understood. As a result, it 
is proposed that cognates should be excluded when measuring the probability of a 
sentence based on the frequency of words.  
Therefore, this research has developed two different ways to use our trained 
language model. The first one is a standard measure based on a language model. It is 
called “R” (or the original language model), and it has considered all the words in a 
sentence. The second one is a modified measure using the same language model, and 
this measure was named as “RC” (or the proposed language model) since it only 
takes words that are not cognates into consideration in a sentence. The statistical 
language model ("R" or "RC") will yield a negative numerical value, and this value 
is an indicator of how likely a sentence will be seen by a L2 learner. Given two 
sentences as an example, "Last week, the two credit card companies blocked services 
to some Russian bank customers, after US sanctions imposed in response to Russia's 
annexation of Crimea" and "After your ice cream is done, let it sit in the freezer for 
about four hours before consume it to let it develop flavor and texture". Although the 
sentence length is almost the same, a single statistical language model is likely to 
give a smaller value ("-108.2082") to the former sentence, and a much larger value 
("-47.6233") to the latter. 
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The value range can vary, depending on the frequency of terms contained in 
that sentence. Among the dataset (180 sentence pairs), the range is roughly from "-
125" to "-20" with an average value of "-58". The larger the value is, the more likely 
a sentence would occur, and the easier can be understood by the reader. Therefore in 
the example we could conclude that the latter sentence is more likely to be read and 
understood by a L2 learner compared to the former one. The value is calculated by a 
statistical language model as explained in section 5.2.1. Furthermore, with “RC”, we 
propose to remove the cognate words either via manual annotations (RC_M) or via 
an automated method (RC_A) that was presented in the previous chapter. This is 
expected to provide an indication of the impact of the quality of the cognate 
detection method for the purpose of supporting readability estimation.  
5.3.3 Preparing Testing Data 
Testing set 
The testing data were sentences extracted from the annotated corpus used in the 
Chapter 4; note that the “<” signs used to indicate the cognates were all removed. 
The Stanford Tokenizer was used to automatically split the contents into sentences, 
and sentences that were too short to make sense were excluded as well. Finally 
prepared were 1,097 testing sentences, and what we are looking for are the possible 
sentence pairs from 1,097 sentences instead of using every single sentence. As 
addressed in section 5.2, it is intended to compare the readability between two 
sentences rather than assigning an absolute difficulty level to each one. A huge 
amount of all possible sentence pairs (601,156 pairs) were generated from the 1,097 
sentences. However, not every single pair was needed for this study. The next section 
discusses the criteria used to select sentence pairs. 
Selecting sentence pairs 
Two criteria were used for selecting the pairs to be investigated from the 
candidates. Firstly, it is important to ensure that two sentences in a pair have similar 
length; the length difference between sentences was set to be no more than five 
words.  Secondly, sentence pairs are needed, the rankings of which made by R and 
RC disagree with each other on which sentence is easier within a pair, and the 
disagreement should be large enough to be considered as candidate pairs for the 
experiment. Therefore, the agreement value between R and RC was set and should be 
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smaller -80. As a result, the problem now lies in how we can define the agreement 
value between R and RC. 
To answer that question, we first compare the numerical values that R and RC 
gave to the two sentences in a pair. Assuming there are two sentences as illustrated in 
Table 21, and the cognates were manually identified. The R and RC_M obviously 
have different rankings for the two chosen sentences. The second sentence is a bit 
easier than the first one as its probability is closer to zero according to the R, while 
the RC_M would suggest an opposite result.  
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# Sentence R RC_M 
1 last week the two <credit <card <companies 
<blocked <services to some <russian bank 
customers, after us <sanctions <imposed in 
<response to <russia's <annexation of 
<crimea. 
-68.2082 -37.4424 
2 he said the <administration would also 
<recommend closing some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such 
<proposals have been <rejected by 
<congress in recent years. 
-58.4263 -53.3799 
Table 21 An example result of using R and RC_M 
Secondly, amongst the sentences where R and RC are in disagreement, we 
select those where the disagreement is most indicative of large differences. That is, 
we are seeking pairs where not only there is disagreement but also the potential 
ranking (as indicated by the score) of the sentences is very different between the 
sentences for each method. As a result, the following formula is proposed to rank the 
pairs according to a numerical value indicating the judgement differences. 
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨_𝑴𝑨𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑨𝑨(𝑺𝟏,𝑺𝑺)= ( 𝑹(𝑺𝟏) –  𝑹(𝑺𝑺) )  
∗  ( 𝑹𝑪(𝑺𝟏) –  𝑹𝑪(𝑺𝑺) ) Equation 4 
 
This numerical result would be either positive or negative. When the value of 
the “Agreement_Measure” is negative, it means that R and RC have different 
decisions toward the difficult levels of two sentences in a pair. On the contrary, the 
two language models agree with each other when the value of the 
“Agreement_Measure” is positive. Take the two sentences in Table 21 as an 
example, the agreement value between the judgements made by R and RC_M is 
calculated as follows: ((-68.2082) - (-58.4263)) * ((-37.4424) - (-53.3799)), which is 
a negative number approximately -155.899.  
Overall, the following is an example of how to select the sentence pairs 
needed. Assuming that there are four sentences {s1, s2, s3, s4}, the probabilities 
(random assigned) from R and RC for each sentence were listed in Table 22. 
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Sentence s1 s2 s3 s4 
R -18.04 -26.45 -55.56 -42.32 
RC -50.42 -35.77 -40.54 -55.74 
Table 22 An example of finding and selecting sentence pairs 
The possible sentence pairs from {s1, s2, s3, s4}, decisions from R and RC for 
each pair and agreement values are listed in Table 23 (Notice that “>” means 
“harder” while “<” means “easier”.). By finding the number of positive and negative 
agreement values, we could quickly find the number of times R and RC agree and 
disagree with each other respectively, and remember that only the pairs with negative 
agreement values are selected. The large negative value indicates a larger variation of 
the difficulty level between two sentences in a pair, and it suggests a bigger 
disagreement that the R and RC would have as well. Therefore, in terms of our 
example, sentence pairs “s1s3”, “s3s4” and “s1s2” are finally selected. In the end, 
using the above procedures, the top 180 sentence pairs were selected from the 
smallest to largest based on their agreement value (all negative agreement values). 
Notice that, among all the 60,1156 sentence pairs resulting from 1,097 sentences, 
there are 4,5383 (roughly 8%) sentence pairs where R and RC disagree with each 
other. 
sentence pairs s1s2 s1s3 s1s4 s2s3 s2s4 s3s4 
R s1 < s2 s1 < s3 s1 < s4 s2 < s3 s2 < s4 s3 > s4 
RC s1 > s2 s1 > s3 s1 < s4 s2 < s3 s2 < s4 s3 < s4 
agreement values -119.6 -370.6 129 138.8 316.9 -201.2 
Table 23 Possible sentence pairs, with decisions from R and RC as well as the agreement values 
Getting human judgements 
Once we have the 180 pairs of sentences with their rankings and agreement 
values calculated from R and RC, an online survey is carried out to get human 
judgements so that we are able to understand which one is more representative. (All 
the testing sentence pairs as well as the instructions given to participants are listed in 
Appendix B.) Two groups of participants were organised: French natives and 
Chinese natives. French is obviously needed because of the purpose of this study. 
While the Chinese were also included as a control group that is not expected to be 
influenced by cognate, we want to verify that they would respond more in line with 
R than with RC. Indeed, it is expected that judgements from the French would be 
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closer to decisions made by RC, but judgements from the Chinese would be similar 
to the R. 
There were 180 sentence pairs for evaluation and 18 participants in each group. 
Each participant was asked to rank 30 pairs of sentences. In this context, ranking a 
pair of sentences means comparing two sentences in a pair and deciding which one is 
easier to understand. While subjects could participate more than once, it was ensured 
that each sentence pair would receive three human judgements from three different 
individuals. Take the previous two sentences as an example, the information that this 
research wished to obtain from online survey are in Table 24 (similarly, the cognates 
were also manually removed). 
In this example, the French participant agrees that the first sentence is more 
difficult to understand, which is the same as the ranking from R. In the contrast, the 
Chinese participant holds a different view, meaning that he actually agrees with 
ranking from RC_M. 
# Sentence R RC_M French Chinese 
1 last week the two <credit <card 
<companies <blocked <services to 
some <russian bank customers, 
after us <sanctions <imposed in 
<response to <russia's <annexation 
of <crimea. 
-68.2082 -37.4424 Harder Easier 
2 he said the <administration would 
also <recommend closing some 
<domestic <military bases in 2017, 
though such <proposals have been 
<rejected by <congress in recent 
years. 
-58.4263 -53.3799 Easier Harder 
Table 24 An example result of online survey for one French participant and one Chinese participant 
5.4 EVALUATING THE LANGUAGE MODEL (EVALUATION) 
This study mainly focused on evaluating RC by comparing its ranking results 
against human judgements. The comparison with human judgments can be done 
either on the basis of agreement with the human judgements directly, or on the basis 
of agreement with a majority of human judgements. It is proposed to apply both 
methods here for a more comprehensive evaluation. 
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# sentence pair RC  Human (French or Chinese) majority 
1 s1s2 A1: s1 > s2 A11: s1 > s2 s1 > s2 
A12: s1 < s2  
A13: s1 > s2  
2 s2s3 A2: s2 < s3 A21: s2 > s3 s2 > s3 
A22: s2 > s3  
A23: s2 < s3  
Table 25 An example of Participant-centred and Task-centred Validation 
5.4.1 Participant-centred Validation 
We first measure how well each proposed model agrees with individuals who 
ranked the pairs. This considers that individuals could have personal preferences and 
acknowledges possible disagreement as a feature of readability judgments.  
As mentioned, each group could give three human judgements to each sentence 
pair. The example shown in Table 25 is given to explain how this evaluation works, 
and notice that “>” means “harder” while “<” means “easier”. Assuming there are 
two pairs of sentences, for a pair, compare the every single human judgement with 
model decision, and record the number of times they agree with each other. It was 
recognised that  a total of three (the bold ones) out of six human judgements are the 
same as the models’. Consequently, 0.5 (3 / (2*3)) is the accuracy of RC. 
5.4.2 Task-centred Validation 
We also here measure how well each proposed model agrees for each pair with 
a majority decision of the three individuals ranking each pair. This considers the 
participants’ judgements as establishing some form of ground truth, and therefore is 
either seeking agreement (by selecting for evaluation only the pairs where all 
annotators agree) or majority between participants’ judgements.  
For each pair, all the three human judgements were viewed as a group this 
time. We first make comparisons between human judgements for each sentence pair, 
and assign the majority decision. The comparisons were made between the majority 
judgement and RC afterwards. As indicated in Table 25, the accuracy using this 
evaluation method is 0.5. We should be aware that this validation method would 
ignore the disagreements between judges. Furthermore, each sentence pair would 
generally have at least two identical human judgements, so a majority decision is 
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always reached. However, it is also additionally proposed that an evaluation is 
restricted to the pairs where all three human judgements agreed on the ranking from 
the RC. 
Finally, recalling that 18 participants have provided rankings for part of the 
180 pairs of sentences, the resulting is three human judgements for each sentence 
pair. Therefore, we expect to have a total number of 540 human judgements in the 
participant-centred validation. However, 12 judgements were missing in the French 
group and two were missing in the Chinese group, according to the results that will 
be shown in Table 26 in section 5.4.3. (note that all the sentence pairs were judged at 
least by two participants). In Task-centred validation, we compared the majority 
among the three human judgements of a sentence pair against the result of RC. If the 
other two human judges of a pair were in agreement, we kept this as a majority vote 
for that pair. Otherwise, the sentence pairs in which only two human judges 
responded and they disagreed, we discarded these pairs from evaluation. This results 
in 178 pairs remaining in the French group for the task-centred validation shown in 
Table 26. 
5.4.3 Results and Discussions 
In addition to the pairs that were selected based on RC decisions (based on an 
RC calculated with manually removed cognates) opposing R, we also evaluated the 
agreement of human judges with a version of RC calculated with automatically 
identified cognates. 
Manually identify the cognates 
We removed all the manually identified cognates in the 180 sentence pairs, and 
we first compared the rankings provided by RC against judgements from the French 
and Chinese participants respectively. The comparison results are presented in Table 
26. 
In the results presented in Table 26, compared with Chinese judgements, the 
French judgements are closer to the results made by RC_M, with 53% and 55% in 
Participant and Task–centred respectively (so less than 50% in either case for R, 
because R and RC disagree with each other in all 180 sentence pairs). Only 32% of 
the Chinese judgements agree with RC_M ranking results in the participant-centred 
validation, meaning that Chinese judgements are more similar to the results made by 
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R (68%). The accuracy of RC_M is even lower in terms of the Task-centred 
validation for the Chinese group (24%). These large differences can be interpreted as 
follows: since the Chinese group is from a language background that is completely 
different to English, no similar word like cognate is able to facilitate their 
comprehension of the 180 sentence pairs. How well they could understand each of 
the words in the sentences presented in the experiment was then only based on their 
knowledge of English vocabulary, which is what language models intend to represent 
via frequency estimates. As a result, the original language model technique R, which 
takes all the words in a sentence into account, would be more powerful to compare 
the two sentence readabilities for Chinese readers. In contrast, the proposed language 
model RC_M verifies the hypothesis of this research, that it is more predictive for the 
French group because they are from a language background that has a lot of 
connections with English. Indeed, this is exactly what was proposed in section 1.2, 
that a language model that takes only “burden” words (words after cognates are 
removed) into consideration could be more useful to assess the sentence readabilities 
for French, as the difficulty levels of cognates have no impacts on French people’s  
comprehension of an English sentence. 
The inter annotator agreement (the number of sentence pairs where participants 
fully agree with each other divided by the 180 sentence pairs) of both groups is also 
presented in Table 27. The low value of the inter annotator agreement reveals that the 
participants had different opinions on the relative difficulty levels between two 
sentences in a pair most of the time, so this would call for obtaining many more 
judgments, as proposed later in section 7.4. For the purpose of this thesis however, it 
is proposed to verify whether the accuracy of the proposed language model on the 
entire number of sentence pairs matches the accuracy on those sentence pairs where 
all participants agree.   
Therefore, in a further analysis of the task-centred validation, the sentence 
pairs were investigated where all three participants agree on the ranking. The results 
were presented in the last two rows in Table 27. For this subset of sentence pairs, it 
was found that only 10 out of 69 sentence pairs agreed with RC_M in Chinese group 
whereas the number tripled in the French group. This pattern is similar to what has 
been presented in Table 26, that RC_M has higher accuracy in the French group 
compared with the Chinese group. Especially because the inter annotator agreements 
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of both groups are close to each other, this may once again reinforce that the 
prediction given by RC with cognates that were manually removed would be more 
representative of French judgements. 
 French Participants Chinese Participants 
 Participant-
centred 
Task-
centred 
Participant-
centred 
Task-
centred 
Number of Judgements 
agree with RC_M 
278 98 173 43 
Total number of Judgements 528 178 538 180 
Accuracy of RC_M 0.53 0.55 0.32 0.24 
Table 26 Comparison results between RC (cognates were manually identified) and two groups of 
participants 
 French participants Chinese participants 
Sentence pairs where annotators fully 
agree with each other 
64 69 
Numbers of times that RC_M agrees 
with pairs where participants fully 
agree with each other 
34 10 
Accuracy of RC_M 0.53 (34/64) 0.15 (10/69) 
Inter annotator agreement 0.36 (64/180) 0.38 (69/180) 
Table 27 Sentence pairs where participants fully agree with each other (cognates were manually 
identified) 
Automatically identify the cognates 
We now evaluate the impact on readability measures of our proposed 
automated approach to identify the cognates, RC_A: here in all sentence pairs the 
cognates are automatically removed using the identification method introduced in 
Chapter 4. The comparison is expected to provide an indication of how the accuracy 
of cognate identification method may affect the readability estimation results. There 
are a total 8,702 words including 2,122 true cognates among all the 180 sentence 
pairs. Our automated cognate detection system produced a precision rate of 0.74 and 
a recall rate of 0.79, with 591 false positives (the words were automatically labelled 
as cognate but were not in fact cognates) and 434 false negative (the words that were 
in fact cognates but were failed to be automatically identified).  
Automatically removed cognates against judgments by Chinese 
The comparison results are presented in Table 28. The accuracy of RC_A for 
the Chinese group was increased compared with its counterpart RC_M in Table 26. 
An increase was also found in the numbers of times that RC_A agrees with pairs 
where participants fully agree with each other for the Chinese group (from 10 to 14) 
shown in the Table 29. This increase can be explained by the fact that not every 
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single cognate in a sentence could be correctly found and removed, thus the 
prediction results from RC are getting closer to human judgements that do not 
account for cognates (those from Chinese speakers).  
Automatically removed cognates against judgments by French 
With cognates automatically removed, we would expect the performance of the 
cognate detection work to have impacts on the RC_A rankings such as the results in 
the Chinese group (the accuracy of RC_A in Chinese were changed between Table 
26 and Table 28). However, there were no major differences in terms of the French 
group between these two tables. Yet with cognates automatically removed, we also 
notice that the ranking results of 23 out of 180 sentence pairs were changed in a way 
that RC_A actually provides the same rankings as R. So these 23 changes resulted in 
about as many positive changes (RC_A and R agree with the participants where 
RC_M did not) as negative changes (RC_A and R do not agree with the participants 
while RC_M did). The ranking results for these 23 pairs of sentences (RC_M versus 
RC_A) are presented in Table 30. We found that the accuracies (both Participant and 
Task centred validation) from RC_A and RC_M were almost identical to each other. 
This indicated that the ranking results of these 23 sentence pairs from RC_M only 
agrees with half of the French judgements, and similarly, the ranking results of the 
same sentence pairs from RC_A also agree with just a little over half of the French 
judgements.  As a result, the overall accuracy of the French group in Tables 26 and 
28 were the same to each other even with the changes of these 23 pairs. 
Error analysis when RC_A ranks differently than RC_M 
We would now like to try to investigate why, in terms of these 23 sentence 
pairs, the rankings from RC_A differs with the rankings from RC_M. We understand 
that it is highly related with the cognate detection, but was there a pattern that these 
23 pairs all had, resulting in such differences? We therefore separated the 180 
sentence pairs into four groups, and name the four groups with AMH, AM, MH as 
well as AH. A refers to “Automatic cognates”, M refers to “Manual cognates”, H 
refers to “Human judgements”. Therefore, to a sentence pair, the group AMH 
includes the pairs where RC_M and RC_A have same rankings, and they both agree 
with the majority human judgement. The group AM includes the pairs where RC_M 
and RC_A have same rankings, and they disagree with the majority human 
judgement. The group MH includes the pairs where RC_M and RC_A have different 
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rankings, and RC_A disagrees with the majority human judgement. The group AH 
includes the pairs where RC_M and RC_A have different rankings, but RC_A agrees 
with the majority human judgement. We specifically look at the average numbers of 
the false positive and false negative of each group when the cognates were 
automatically identified, because they are the aspects that we hypothesise would alter 
the rankings from RC_A and make differences between RC_A and RC_M. All the 
results were presented in Table 31. The “Ave.F.P” refers to the “average number of 
false positive”, “Ave.F.N” refers to the “average number of false negative”, 
“Ave.Difference” refers to the “average difference value” has been introduced in the 
following section, “Ave.S.length” means the “average sentence length”, “STD.F.P” 
refers to the “standard deviation of false positive”, and finally the “STD.F.N” refers 
to the “standard deviation of false negative” 
The average number of false positives and false negatives in groups MH and 
AH was higher than their counterparts in groups AMH and AM. It means that to the 
sentence pairs where RC_A has same rankings as RC_M (group AMH and AM), the 
automated cognate detection has a competitive performance compared with cognates 
that were manually removed, even though the errors still existed. In contrast, the 
sentence pairs in group MH and AH, the automated cognate detection tended to bring 
more false positives and false negatives, which increased the likelihood that the 
RC_A provides the same ranking as the R (R disagrees with RC_M, so when RC_A 
disagrees with RC_M, it means that RC_A agrees with R). This is not really a 
surprise, and merely supports the fact that less errors in cognate detection lead to an 
equal readability judgement. What is however interesting, is that even quite high 
levels of error on average (>1 of each type of error per sentence) do not really change 
the ranking. This shows that our proposed cognate aware readability measure, even 
though it needs improvements, is reasonably solid to small errors from automatic 
cognate detection. 
Another aspect for investigation is the balance between types of errors (false 
negatives and false positives) in each sentence. As in average, the number of each 
type of errors is similar for each group even though some differences exist; we would 
expect to observe that the robustness comes from the fact that the total number of 
words considered by the measure does not change much. More concretely, if there 
are as many false negatives as false positives in a single sentence after cognates were 
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automatically removed, then this sentence could still have the same numbers of 
words sent to RC_A, and the probability would not be changed too much unless a 
frequent word was replaced by a very uncommon word. In contrast, given two 
sentences in a pair with cognates automatically removed, “s1” may end up with three 
more words (caused by false negatives) sent to the RC_A than previously, whereas 
“s2” may end up with three fewer words (caused by false positives). As a result, the 
relative difficulty level of “s1” and “s2” would be more likely to be changed 
according to RC_A. 
We therefore investigated how many differences (the variation to the number 
of words that considered by language model between two sentences in pair) were 
introduced because of the errors on automatically cognate detection between the 
sentences in a pair. For example, there are two sentences “s1” and “s2” in a pair. 
After cognates are manually removed, “s1” has 16 words and “s2” has 20 words 
processed by RC_M. On the contrary, “s1” and “s2” both have 18 words left with 
cognates automatically removed. As a result, the difference introduced by automated 
cognate detection could be calculated as follows: 
𝑫 = 𝐀𝐀𝐀((S. length_M_s2 −  S. length_M_s1)  
−  (S. length_A_s2 −  S. length_A_s1)) Equation 5 
Where “D” refers to the value of difference, “S.length” refers to sentence 
length, “M” refers to manually identification, “A” refers to automatically 
identification and “ABS” refers to the absolute value of the subtraction. As a result, 
the value of the difference between “s1” and “s2” should be 4, that is ABS ((20-16) – 
(18-18)). Initially, the “s1” and “s2” were 4 words apart but they ended up 0 words 
apart using automated cognate detection. The larger this absolute value is, the larger 
the difference between two sentences is, and the higher likelihood the relative 
difficulty level would be changed (RC_A differs RC_M). The same calculation was 
completed and averaged for each group. All the results were presented in the fourth 
column in Table 29. It was very clear to see that the average differences brought to 
groups AMH and AM were small and the values are almost identical to each other. 
While the groups MH and AH have relative larger differences, and consequently, the 
decision of RC_A would be different from RC_M in the sentence pairs in these two 
groups. Moreover, we also notice that the average sentence length has no effects as 
the four groups were around the same length. As a result, we tend to conclude that it 
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is really the difference between two sentences in a pair that matters, to induce 
changes in the model decisions from RC_M and RC_A. 
 As mentioned in section 5.3, this finding also provides an indication of the 
impact of the accuracy of the cognate detection method for supporting readability 
prediction. Because the rankings of the vast majority of the sentence pairs (157 out of 
180) from RC_A were same as RC_M, we now are able to conclude that our 
proposed approach to cognate detection can provide a detection performance useful 
for use in readability measures based on word frequency. 
 French Participants Chinese Participants 
 Participant-
centred 
Task-
centred 
Participant-
centred 
Task-
centred 
Number of Judgements agree 
with RC_A 
278 98 193 54 
Total number of Judgements 528 178 538 180 
Accuracy of RC_A 0.53 0.55 0.36 0.3 
Table 28 Comparison results between RC (cognates were automatically identified) and two groups of 
participants 
 
 French participants Chinese participants 
Sentence pairs where annotators fully 
agree with each other 
64 69 
Numbers of times that RC_A agrees with 
pairs where participants fully agree with 
each other 
34 14 
Accuracy of RC_A 0.53 (34/64) 0.21 (14/69) 
Inter annotator agreement  0.36 (64/180) 0.38 (69/180) 
Table 29 Sentence pairs where participants fully agree with each other (cognates were automatically 
identified) 
 
 Cognates Automatically 
removed (RC_A) 
Cognates Manually 
removed (RC_M) 
 Participant-
centred 
Task-
centred 
Participant-
centred 
Task-
centred 
The number of judgements 
agree with RC 
33 11 33 11 
Total judgements 63 22 63 22 
Accuracy 0.52 0.5 0.52 0.5 
Table 30 Comparison results between the RC (RC_A versus RC_M) and the French group, in terms of 
the 23 sentence pairs 
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Group Size Ave.F.P Ave.F.N Ave.Difference Ave.S.length STD F.P STD F.N 
AMH 
157 
1.64 1.14 2.1 17 1.59 1.19 
AM 1.61 1.12 2.1 17 1.31 1.18 
MH 
23 
2.04 1.92 4.7 18 1.52 1.42 
AH 2.31 1.31 3.6 18 1.75 1.88 
Table 31 Average numbers of false positive, false negative and the absolute value of the subtraction 
between them of each group 
 
5.5 CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
We proposed a cognate-aware language model in this chapter, and compared it 
to an original language model previously assessed as one of the state-of-the-art 
approaches to estimate readability levels.  Based on our evaluation, we first 
concluded that the prediction result from the proposed language model is more close 
to a French group whereas the original language model is more representative of a 
Chinese group. This outcome suggests that the proposed language model is more 
appropriate to the French people because this language has connections with English. 
Secondly, we conclude that using our proposed language model, which takes only 
non-cognates of a sentence into account, generates a maximum accuracy of 0.55 for 
ranking pairs of sentences by difficulty. This accuracy level is still low compared 
with many previous readability assessments. However, it is still acceptable if 
recalling that our goal is really to investigate the cognate effects when an L2 learner 
tries to understand an English sentence rather to build a high performance readability 
measure. It is particularly encouraging given that cognate identification is the only 
additional readability factor in this study. If other factors were considered in addition 
to the cognates, we expect that our readability measure could reach a much higher 
accuracy. Overall, we are able to answer our third research question (R.Q3): a 
statistical language model excluding cognates performs better on estimation of 
sentence readability for L2 learners from France than a model that does not. Finally, 
we also concluded that our automated cognate detection approach could provide 
competitive detection performance for the purpose of supporting readability 
prediction. This is supported by the fact that the rankings of the vast majority of the 
sentence pairs (157 out of 180) from our proposed language model were the same 
whether we used manual or automatic cognate detection.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
This thesis has provided important insights on how readability measures should 
and could be adapted to readers with a different language background by taking into 
account similarity. The investigations were all based on small-to-medium sized 
samples but still provide clear answers to the research question that can motivate 
further work into the field.  
We have answered three research questions put forward at the beginning of this 
thesis in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 respectively. The difficulty level of an English word is 
often considered to be affected by its length and frequency, but we concluded in 
Chapter 3 that for cognates such linguistic features do not actually apply, or rather do 
not have any type of influence on difficulty. Therefore, these features of a cognate 
would not inhibit a French learner’s understanding toward an English sentence. 
Moreover, we also concluded that the cognates would not make a hard sentence 
easier to understand, but it would not make this sentence even harder to understand 
either. This finding indicates that we could not simply treat the cognate as a normal 
word when assessing the readability for French learners of English on the basis of 
words’ features, as the actual difficulty level of such words should then be lowered 
and the readability of the whole sentence would be altered because of this change. 
This means that automated readability measures need to be aware of cognate words, 
and thus supported the necessity to answer our second research question: how to 
automatically identify true cognates in an English sentence before assessing its 
readability level? 
Previously, the cognates were often detected with string similarity measures 
(e.g. longest common subsequence ratio and DICE) or its pronunciation (e.g. 
Soundex and ALINE). Although these approaches have been widely accepted, the 
drawbacks are also obvious to see. In particular, the majority of them are rely on 
aligned bilingual texts, and cannot be used to distinguish the false cognates from true 
cognates because the context is not considered. We proposed in Chapter 4 a method 
that uses bi-lingual lexicons and word sense disambiguation to identify cognates in 
the absence of aligned text that are words in a target language that could acceptably 
be translated by a cognate word in a source language. This allowed us to conclude 
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that, in the absence of aligned texts, it is possible to automatically detect 80% of the 
true cognates in the English texts using cross-lexical resources. 
In Chapter 5, we built a language model and developed two different ways to 
use it (original language model and cognate-aware language model respectively). 
The original language model assigns the probability to a sentence based on all the 
words that sentence has. In contrast, the proposed cognate-aware language model 
assigns the probability to a sentence based on words that are non-cognate only. As a 
result, we were looking for a specific subset of sentence pairs where there was 
disagreement between the original language model and cognate-aware language 
model. A total of 180 sentence pairs where the comparison results of the two 
methods disagree with each other were used as the testing set. In terms of the 
participants, not only the French but also the Chinese are included as a control group 
that is not expected to be impacted by cognate. Each group has 18 participants 
resulting in three human judges to each testing sentence pair. When the cognates 
were manually removed, the proposed language model has a maximum accuracy 
between [53%, 55%] when compared with French judgements, but an accuracy 
between [24%, 32%] compared with Chinese judgements. Therefore, when we 
validate the original language model against the French and Chinese judgements, it 
would have an accuracy between [45%, 47%] and an accuracy between [68%, 76%] 
respectively. When the cognates were automatically removed, the accuracy of the 
proposed language model increased to [30%, 36%] compared with Chinese 
judgements. However, no major differences were found when compared with French 
judgements, even when there were 23 sentence pairs where our proposed model has 
different ranks from the original model. This is because the ranking results of these 
23 sentence pairs from the original model only agree with half of the French 
judgements, and similarly, the ranking results of the same sentence pairs from our 
proposed model also agree with just a little over half of the French judgements. 
All the results could be interpreted as the performance of our proposed 
language model being poor when it is used to predict for the Chinese, whose 
language has no alignment with English, while the performance of the original 
language model is poor when it is used to predict for the French, whose vocabulary 
has many alignments with English. But our proposal, which discards cognates from 
the measure, was still making a step in the right direction by improving on the 
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original language model by up to 10%. It is an improvement even though the result 
remains low and calls for more work. 
The outcomes of this entire study could benefit not only L2 learners by 
enriching their English vocabularies and improving their reading skills, but also 
language educators in selecting appropriate materials for teaching when an expert’s 
suggestion is not available. Consequently, the learning burden of English for L2 
could be eased and the learning process could be accelerated, and finally optimal 
learning would occur. Furthermore, this study is also important for the readability 
estimation research community, as not many measures have been put forward before 
to investigate the English sentence readability for French, based on cognates. It 
might be useful for the readability estimation for L2 learners from other European 
language backgrounds when they view English as a second language. 
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7.1 IDENTIFYING THE RARE SENSE OF A POLYSEMY WORD 
In addition to the cognates that affect the difficulty level of a sentence, another 
important linguistic feature comes from polysemous words. It is a critical factor that 
needs to be addressed, as it can modify the difficulty level of a sentence as well. 
Polysemy is concerned with the way a single word often has a number of different 
meanings based on the context. For example, take the sentence, “Flowers have 
different colours in spring” and, “The cat is ready to spring.” The meaning of 
“spring” between these sentences differs, and the latter use might be very rare to 
encounter for a second language learner while the first would be very common to 
know, even for beginners.  
A preliminary study was carried out to find out whether or not the rare meaning 
of a polysemous word affects L2 learners understandings of an English sentence. Ten 
polysemous words were selected and two sentences were manually built using two 
different meanings of each word (one is a common sense and the other is an 
uncommon sense), resulting in 10 sentence pairs (all the 20 sentences can be found in 
the Appendix C). As for the control and reference sentences created in Chapter 3, the 
sentences here were all easy ones in terms of their sentence structures and 
vocabularies (including the polysemy word). The two-tails t-test and ANOVA 
analysis were calculated for each sentence pair (notice that the required significance 
level is 0.05 in t-test and the cut-off value is also 0.05 in ANOVA analysis). The null 
hypothesis is that the rare sense of a polysemy word would not make a sentence 
harder to understand compared with its common sense. The results are presented in 
Table 32, and “T”, “df”, “t” and “P” represents “t-value”, “degrees of freedom”, “t-
critical value” and “p-value” respectively. Seven sentence pairs (pair 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 9) had a t-value out of their corresponding t-critical value boundary. For example, 
the t-value of pair 1 is 2.86, which is out of the t-critical value boundary [-2.11, 2.11]. 
Similarly, their p-values were all less than 0.05. As a result, these seven sentence 
pairs rejected our hypothesis and most of the 17 participants tended to believe 
that the rare sense of a polysemy word did make an English sentence harder to 
understand. However, higher numbers of testing sentences and participants are 
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needed in the future to fully investigate how polysemy impacts the L2 learner’s 
understanding, in order to support our hypothesis.  
 Pair1 Pair2 Pair3 Pair4 Pair5 Pair6 Pair7 Pair8 Pair9 Pair10 
T 2.86 0 -0.89 2.52 5.67 -3.34 -4.57 -4.19 4.69 0.24 
df 16 16 16 15 16 16 15 16 16 15 
t 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.13 2.11 2.11 2.13 2.11 2.11 2.13 
p 0.01 1 0.38 0.02 3.42E-05 0.004 0.0003 0.0007 0.0002 0.81 
Table 32 t-values and p-values of each sentence pair used in the polysemy word investigation 
This pilot study indicates the importance of polysemy and reveals that correctly 
identifying the polysemy in a sentence can be useful to assess the readability for L2 
learners. The identification of polysemy here refers to the identification of word 
senses to be able to refer to the frequency of senses rather than that of terms when 
applying readability measures. This sense identification task is part of the future 
investigation of polymeous words. 
7.2 COGNATE DETECTION WORK 
As implied in section 4.6, the proposed approach to detect cognates highly 
depends on the disambiguation work provided by Babelfy, issues still exist even 
though we select a system with high performance. For example, instead of two or 
more candidate senses, only a single disambiguated sense is provided by Babelfy. 
Sometimes Babelfy is not able to process all the words in a sentence that should be 
disambiguated. Moreover, Babelfy simply does not always have a French translation 
for a disambiguated sense. Firstly, the future work will try to develop a strategy to 
minimise all these noises, and analyse how much the performance can be improved 
with ideal settings. Secondly, future work will also focus on integrating the decision 
model, or directly the cognateness score, into the readability measure (cognate-aware 
language model). In the preliminary study, we found that word level criteria such as 
frequency or length are indeed not applicable when the word is a cognate (that is, 
very difficult words such as word “disambiguation” can actually be very transparent 
and therefore easy in the context of a multilingual reader). Thirdly, more work is 
needed to more accurately detect usages of semi-cognates, and integrating the 
semantic similarity score with word shape similarity score, so that the actual 
readability measure is able to balance the impact from semantic and word shape 
features and possibly alleviate errors made by a disambiguation system. Finally, it 
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would be also interesting to find out whether or not our automated cognate 
identification works for other language pairs such as English and German or English 
and Italian, or even some Asian language pairs such as Chinese and Japanese or 
Japanese and Korean. If not, is it possible to update the methodology so that our 
work could become more generic? 
7.3 USING OTHER LINGUISTIC FACTORS TO IMPROVE THE 
ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE OF THE COGNATE-AWARE 
LANGUAGE MODEL 
There is a lot of future work that could be undertaken to improve the 
readability estimation presented in Chapter 5. Firstly, since we obtained prediction 
accuracy around 55% for French purely based on the proposed language model, a 
future investigation would mainly focus on improving the estimation performance. 
Like many previous scholars who proposed to build a classifier such as SVM, Naïve 
Bayes or Decision Tree, with additional predictive text features to improve the model 
robustness, it is also possible to experiment with the use of such classifiers in 
addition or in combination with the proposed language model in the thesis. For 
example, a possible method is using a linear combination that is a common and 
intuitive choice for combining our proposed language model with additional 
syntactic features. Similar to Si and Callan (2001), the EM algorithm is another 
option, which has often been used to calculate the optimal parameter in the linear 
model, in order to balance the impacts from the language model and syntactic model, 
and obtain a better estimation result. 
Consequently, what are the additional features apart from the polysemy words 
mentioned in 7.1? We tend to believe that cross-lingual grammatical features such as 
the sentence structure could be another useful predictor particularly for French. 
When investigating the English sentences used in the preliminary study (Chapter 3), 
we found that some translations end up with very different structures (number and 
type of words used, as well as word order) after being translated. In other words, the 
sentence structure of French translations can sometimes be difficult to be aligned 
with their counterparts in English sentences. This means, even for a short English 
sentence with easy words, it is not always true that it would be easy to understand for 
a French speaker. For example, if we consider the English sentence, “I miss you” 
with the words being referred to as “A B C”, the French translation “Tu me 
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manques” would feature them in sequence “C A B”, which could then be confusing 
and actually often leads to misinterpretation. Therefore, instead of only surveying the 
grammatical difficulty of the original English sentence, it would be more reasonable 
to assess how different the grammatical structure of the closest French translation 
would be. This could lead to grammatical alignment features that could improve the 
estimation performance of a classifier.  
Secondly, the type of people that the proposed language model addressed in 
this study, are French university students. However, it would be interesting to 
validate the performance of our proposed language model against judgements made 
by French students from lower grades. There was a table listed in the paper written 
by Collins-Thompson and Callan (2005), indicating the most predictive words in 
different grades. After manual inspection, we noticed that the higher the grade, the 
more English-French cognates there were. There are supposed to be some differences 
in terms of the estimation results if we simply validate the proposed model against 
judgements from lower-grade students. The French students (from lower grade) 
would have trouble in reading English texts, since the extra support from cognates 
would be limited as the number of cognates reduced. How well these French students 
understood a text would be more likely based on their abilities, similar to the Chinese 
students (also lower grade), whose language has no connection with English. As a 
result, it is interesting to find out how much difference there is. Will it be a minor 
difference or a major one that requires more features related to lower grade students 
to be considered by the measure, in order to improve the estimation accuracy? 
The last concern is to investigate the feasibility of applying the proposed 
language model to another pair of languages such as English and Italian, or even 
French and Swedish. This question links back to the future work mentioned in the 
end of section 7.2. It is necessary to make sure the Babelfy has a competitive 
performance when detecting cognates before validating the accuracy of our proposed 
model on new language pairs. Apart from the polysemous words and grammatical 
variables, other cross-lingual features could also be used to obtain a better estimation 
performance. For example, the lexical diversity measured by type-token ratio where 
type is a word and token means the different usages in the context (Vajjala and 
Meurer (2012) has investigated this readability feature. A high ratio may indicate that 
words are repeated less often in the text, meaning this text might be hard for L2 
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learners to understand. Alternatively, the concreteness of a word might be even more 
useful to measure the sentence comprehension for L2 learners. It is easier to learn a 
concrete word and remember it longer than an abstract word, and more importantly, 
L2 learners could always link the word to a specific object in world that may help 
them to better understand a single sentence Beinborn et al. (2014). Furthermore, it 
would be also helpful to add some specific features that we know that are particularly 
difficult for L2 leaners to understand when they learn a new language. 
7.4 LARGER USER STUDIES 
A larger user study is needed in the preliminary study described in Chapter 3. 
Despite the current results from Chapter 3 that successfully answered the first 
research question, it is still not robust without the analysis from a large numbers of 
human annotations. The difficulty levels of the control and reference sentences in 
this study should be measured in a more scientific way such as the grammatical 
structure and tense, so that the noises from other linguistic factors could be further 
minimised. Similarly, in terms of the experiment carried out in Chapter 5, although 
the evaluation results have proved our hypothesis, more judgements are needed in 
order to show the robustness of the proposed language model. Especially for the 
task-centred validation, the majority judgement of a sentence pair may still be 
changed, as the total number of judgements of that pair increase. As a result, the 
accuracy of the proposed language model may be different to what was achieved in 
this study.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
The survey sentences that were used in the Chapter 3 
Please rate each sentence using a scale between 1 and 5, with 1 being the 
easiest and 5 being the hardest. 
Group 1: Low frequency cognate in an easy sentence 
C1: The fact that she was with him when he stole the car makes her feel sorry 
by association. 
R1: The fact that she was with him when he stole the car which makes her feel 
sorry. 
C2: Are you an agile manager yet? 
R2: Are you a manager yet? 
C3: She has fallen in love with him no matter how brutal he treats her. 
R3: She has fallen in love with him no matter how he treats her. 
C4: Hundreds of people were detained in the prison. 
R4: Hundreds of people were in the prison. 
C5: The paper was made by aggregating the news collected up to now. 
R5: The paper was made from the news collected up to now. 
C6: What can you do to develop ferocious ability? 
R6: What can you do to develop ability? 
C7: The city enjoys a long history and a splendid culture. 
R7: The city enjoys a long history and culture. 
C8: People dig up ceramics in this graveyard. 
R8: People dig up something from this graveyard. 
C9: Here is my advice for my son on the occasion of his 18th birthday. 
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R9: Here is my advice for my son on his 18th birthday. 
C10: Can you spot the leopard on these rocks? 
R10: Can you spot it on these rocks? 
Group 2: Long-length cognate in an easy sentence 
C1: The abundance of food can meet everyone’s needs. 
R1: The food can meet everyone’s needs. 
C2: He walked from his motel into the wood in a camouflage jacket. 
R2: He walked from his motel into the wood in a jacket. 
C3: The weapon will be a catastrophe to the world. 
R3: The weapon will be a trouble to the world. 
C4: There are constellations of stars in the sky. 
R4: There are stars in the sky. 
C5: The hippopotamus is the third-largest land animal by weight. 
R5: It is the third-largest land animal by weight. 
C6: Sometimes I wonder if there is intelligent life on other stars. 
R6: Sometimes I wonder if there is life on other stars. 
C7: They let me use juvenile test subjects for my testing. 
R7: They let me use these test subjects for my testing. 
C8: I took a magnificent picture with my friends at the dance. 
R8: I took a picture with my friends at the dance. 
C9: How will he ever pay off such enormous money? 
R9: How will he ever pay off such money? 
C10: My friend tries to fascinate me with a magic trick. 
R10: My friend tries to do a magic trick. 
Group 3: Hard sentence with one cognate 
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C1: A group of small states on the coast of North Africa was seizing American 
ships. 
R1: A group of small states of North Africa was seizing American ships. 
C2: The incredible uprise of quantum electrodynamics raises concerns. 
R2: The uprise of quantum electrodynamics raises concerns. 
C3: It would also be prudent to encourage patients with chronic wounds to 
stop smoking. 
R3: It would also encourage patients with chronic wounds to stop smoking.  
C4: Clarke won’t flinch at venomous blog postings or public disapproval. 
R4: Clarke won’t flinch at blog postings or public disapproval. 
C5: A trumpet can steadily enhance a hymn tune. 
R5: It can steadily enhance a hymn tune. 
C6: It is better to think about how to explain the situations if there are any 
notable inconsistencies and discrepancies. 
R6: It is better to think about how to explain the situations if there are any 
inconsistencies and discrepancies. 
C7: The perfumed nose gives way to a very pure blackcurrant palate. 
R7: The nose gives way to a very pure blackcurrant palate. 
C8: The dictator preached war as a means of making the country great. 
R8: He preached war as a means of making the country great. 
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Appendix B  
The survey sentence pairs that were used in the Chapter 5 
There are 360 sentences listed below, please select the sentence you believe is 
easier to understand in a pair. Notice that the first two sentences (number 1 and 2) is 
a pair, the followed two sentences (number 3 and 4) are in a pair, and sentence 
number 5 and 6 are in a pair and so on. 
1. the munster <captain went off midway through the <second half of 
saturday's 13-10 defeat by <england at twickenham with a hamstring 
strain. 
2. <primitive <society do not <exist as an <instance apart from <symbolic 
<exchange ; and this <exchange never <result from an <excess of 
<production. 
3. last week the two <credit <card <company <block <service to some 
<russia bank customer, after us <sanction <impose in <response to 
<russia's <annexation of <crimea. 
4. he said the <administration would also <recommend close some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such <proposal have been <reject by 
<congress in recent years. 
5. whole <herb and <spice increase their flavoring power in crockpot cooking 
while ground <spice may have lost some flavor. 
6. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
7. old <adult are <frequent counsel to lose weight, even though there is little 
<evidence that overweight is <associate with increase <mortality in those 
over <age 65. 
8. he was knight last year in <recognition of mastermind <britain cycling's 
<record <success at the <beije and <london <olympic and bradley wiggins' 
<tour de <france <victory. 
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9. scoop out the flesh, discard skin, and add to the turnip and apple in the 
saucepan along with 1 teaspoon butter, <salt, and pepper. 
10. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
11. he said the <administration would also <recommend close some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such <proposal have been <reject by 
<congress in recent years. 
12. as <conflict <report emerge over the <blockage, the <search engine 
<google, which own <youtube, <confirmed that some user were unable to 
<access <youtube in <turkey. 
13. other <liquid can be use in <place of water to <prepare <gelatin, including 
<fruit <juice, <clarify vegetable or meat stock, wine, vegetable <juice and 
seafood broth. 
14. old <adult are <frequent counsel to lose weight, even though there is little 
<evidence that overweight is <associate with increase <mortality in those 
over <age 65. 
15. the <potential flight path could be the <subject of further <refinement as 
<investigate <continue, <amsa said, add that <satellite would now focus 
on the new area. 
16. old <adult are <frequent counsel to lose weight, even though there is little 
<evidence that overweight is <associate with increase <mortality in those 
over <age 65. 
17. scoop out the flesh, discard skin, and add to the turnip and apple in the 
saucepan along with 1 teaspoon butter, <salt, and pepper. 
18. <governor kashim shettim call for reinforcements in the wake of a five - 
<hour <attack on the <nigeria border town of <bama last week. 
19. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
20. it said that the <australia <transport safety <bureau atsb had <determined 
that this was the most <credible lead to where <debris may be located. 
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21. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
22. despite <television replay appear to show a clean catch, third umpire steve 
davis rule that the ball did not carry and jayawardene was reprieve. 
23. scotland, wales and northern ireland rank 31, 34 and 39 <respectively by 
uefa could find themselves play each other in the third or fourth <division 
use the current <national team <coefficient. 
24. it is <symbolic <exchange, where the <relation is tie, and this <exchange 
<exclude any <surplus : anything that can not be <exchange or <symbolic 
share would break the <reciprocity and <institute power. 
25. however, he add that both country have to move beyond <strategic 
<partnership and <glorious past to strengthen <cooperation in other area. 
26. the <regulator already forces uk <base <site to carry out <age <verify 
check before <explicit <photograph and <video can be view. 
27. the former <england <defend add on <twitter : for <clarity, there will be 
no name <change, no ground <change and management and <committee 
as before. 
28. it said that the <australia <transport safety <bureau atsb had <determined 
that this was the most <credible lead to where <debris may be located. 
29. mick ord, manage <director at bae <system naval ship, said : these are the 
largest and most powerful warship ever <construct for the royal navy so 
we need to keep finding smart, safe and more <efficient ways of working. 
30. build up to the event has been overshadow by a row between the <organise 
<tour and amen corner, the <family firm of the late seve ballestero 
<responsible for the royal trophy, a <separate <europe vs <asia team 
<competition. 
31. by look at someone's gamercard you are able to quick see their 
<reputation, he said. 
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32. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
33. it is not <necessary but it will <reduce the fat content of some meat and 
increase eye appeal if you brown it before cooking. 
34. if you are <double a <recipe <originally calling for 2 cup of <liquid, use 
only 3-3/4 cup of <liquid in the <double <recipe. 
35. there is no <technical issue on our side and we are look into the <situation, 
a <google inc spokesperson said in a statement to reuter. 
36. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
37. during <vietnam, it was easy, as the <viet were very astute in their 
<description of their people's war and the <central of the <anti - <colonial 
struggle against us <imperialism. 
38. <reduce costs the imf say a key part of <ukraine's <reform <programme 
will focus on the country's state own <energy <company, <naftogaz, which 
<import <gas from <russia <energy <giant <gazprom. 
39. however, he fail to secure a large <majority than his <rival enrico letta 
whom he swept from power early this month. 
40. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
41. bollinger had a spell in english <domestic cricket with worcestershire in 
2007, when his 16 <championship wicket came at an average of 44.56. 
42. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
43. as <conflict <report emerge over the <blockage, the <search engine 
<google, which own <youtube, <confirmed that some user were unable to 
<access <youtube in <turkey. 
44. old <adult are <frequent counsel to lose weight, even though there is little 
<evidence that overweight is <associate with increase <mortality in those 
over <age 65. 
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45. cornet's impressive <victory over serena in the last four means the 
williams sister have still not met in a <final since 2009. 
46. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
47. but williams <respond with a brutal barrage of ground-strokes for a double 
break and a 5-2 lead. 
48. first, the <bomb <signal a new <terrorist challenge, one whose <rage and 
<malice had no <limit. 
49. if you are <double a <recipe <originally calling for 2 cup of <liquid, use 
only 3-3/4 cup of <liquid in the <double <recipe. 
50. through the windshield, i saw my roommate's million dollar smile flash at 
me from the billboard on the side of a <bus. 
51. other <liquid can be use in <place of water to <prepare <gelatin, including 
<fruit <juice, <clarify vegetable or meat stock, wine, vegetable <juice and 
seafood broth. 
52. he said the <administration would also <recommend close some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such <proposal have been <reject by 
<congress in recent years. 
53. venus was not in a mood to join her sister in defeat, however, and beat the 
24-year-old frenchwoman in a <match lasting 91 <minutes. 
54. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
55. with just a few keystroke, he show that an attendee sitting in the back right 
corner of the keynote speech probably live in a specific neighbourhood in 
<singapore. 
56. lotus' trouble start to the <season <continue as romain grosjean stop on 
track with a <problem <connected to the <charge of the <battery from the 
<hybrid <system. 
57. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
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58. dry <herb should be crush between the <palm of your hand to release their 
flavor before add to recipe. 
59. scoop out the flesh, discard skin, and add to the turnip and apple in the 
saucepan along with 1 teaspoon butter, <salt, and pepper. 
60. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
61. the <legitimacy of a whole <number of organ of power that function there 
raise great doubt, he said. 
62. mr renzi <propose <election <law change, <tax cut and <investment in job 
to tackle <italy's ail <economy. 
63. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
64. the crush of <hungary in 1956 and <czechoslovakia in 1968 bore witness 
to soviet resolve. 
65. the munster <captain went off midway through the <second half of 
saturday's 13-10 defeat by <england at twickenham with a hamstring 
strain. 
66. the <regulator already forces uk <base <site to carry out <age <verify 
check before <explicit <photograph and <video can be view. 
67. the numbers come amid <report that <sina is plan to list <weibo in the us 
and that it plan to raise nearly $500 m by sell <weibo shares. 
68. if you want to avoid an oily <film which might cloud the <surface by use 
oil spray, simply rinse the mold with cold water prior to filling. 
69. it is <symbolic <exchange, where the <relation is tie, and this <exchange 
<exclude any <surplus : anything that cannot be <exchange or <symbolic 
share would break the <reciprocity and <institute power. 
70. hodgson believe bring in a <professional <sports <psychologist to work on 
<penalty kicks in training before the <tournament may could leave his 
player better <equip to handle the <pressure of a shootout. 
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71. i slip quick from the glare of the hallway into the gloom of the <library 
and for a few <moments i could see nothing. 
72. if you are <double a <recipe <originally calling for 2 cup of <liquid, use 
only 3-3/4 cup of <liquid in the <double <recipe. 
73. mr renzi <propose <election <law change, <tax cut and <investment in job 
to tackle <italy's ail <economy. 
74. route through several node, he find that a <message is wait, has been wait 
for quite a while. 
75. in a <similar plea, a <beije news <commentary <defend the singe and 
<criticise prominent <figures for fan <nationalistic feelings by making 
<negative <remark on <malaysia. 
76. old <adult are <frequent counsel to lose weight, even though there is little 
<evidence that overweight is <associate with increase <mortality in those 
over <age 65. 
77. the <regulator already forces uk <base <site to carry out <age <verify 
check before <explicit <photograph and <video can be view. 
78. worker building the uk's largestvever warship are use a mobile 
<application to <stop them get lost inside the huge vessel. 
79. with just a few keystroke, he show that an attendee sitting in the back right 
corner of the keynote speech probably live in a specific neighbourhood in 
<singapore. 
80. all study found <excess <risk for <person with very low bmi, but that 
<person with <moderately high bmi had little or no <extra <risk <except in 
<certain small subset. 
81. <ireland head coach joe schmidt paid tribute to oamahony for being pretty 
<generous with his body in the wake of saturday's defeat. 
82. the <regulator already forces uk <base <site to carry out <age <verify 
check before <explicit <photograph and <video can be view. 
83. the bbc's will ross in <lago say this comment is likely to anger people who 
have had their lives turn upside down by the <violence. 
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84. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
85. the munster <captain went off midway through the <second half of 
saturday's 13-10 defeat by <england at twickenham with a hamstring 
strain. 
86. the <telecom <authority tib said it had taken an <administrative <measure 
against the <site but another <report <suggest that talks are under way. 
87. following the <intense <economic and <politics <turbulence of <recent 
month, <ukraine has achieve some <stability but face <difficult challenge, 
the imf's <mission <chief for <ukraine said in a statement. 
88. over time the <programme will focus also on improve the <transparency of 
<naftogaz's account and <restructure of the <company to <reduce its costs 
and raise <efficiency, the imf's statement add. 
89. the <potential flight path could be the <subject of further <refinement as 
<investigate <continue, <amsa said, add that <satellite would now focus 
on the new area. 
90. he said the <administration would also <recommend close some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such <proposal have been <reject by 
<congress in recent years. 
91. within hour of the <launch, <word became the most downloade 
<application for <ipad in apple's <app store. 
92. fifpro, the world footballers' <association, is concerned about the add 
strain it will place on player. 
93. and rosberg almost lost <control on his way into the pit lane as he brake 
down to the <point where the speed <limit start. 
94. if you are <double a <recipe <originally calling for 2 cup of <liquid, use 
only 3-3/4 cup of <liquid in the <double <recipe. 
95. these new <electronic <message are hard to <actual in <practice, and the 
<post - <socialist world of <global <empire far hard to <conceptualize in 
<terms of <improvement and <barbarism. 
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96. ask whether he <approve of <terrorism and of <attack on <civilian, he 
reply : we believe that the worst thief in the world today and the worst 
<terrorist are the <america. 
97. it is this <universal, <cultural <phenomenon which habermas's work focus 
on and which <replace the <marxist <question of <class <conflict <base 
on <economic <relations. 
98. he said the <administration would also <recommend close some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such <proposal have been <reject by 
<congress in recent years. 
99. as sophomore <active in <language <club i, <russia ; khadijah, <france we 
both manned <table, sell borscht and mousse outside the <cafeteria after 
school. 
100. despite <television replay appear to show a clean catch, third umpire steve 
davis rule that the ball did not carry and jayawardene was reprieve. 
101. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
102. the 32-year-old has taken 50 wicket at an average of 25.92 in 12 <test 
<appearances and has play in 39 one-day <international and two t20is. 
103. cornet's impressive <victory over serena in the last four means the 
williams sister have still not met in a <final since 2009. 
104. if you are <double a <recipe <originally calling for 2 cup of <liquid, use 
only 3-3/4 cup of <liquid in the <double <recipe. 
105. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
106. you can bring egg whites to room <temperature by setting the egg out on 
your <counter at least 30 <minutes in <advance of your <preparation. 
107. however, the body said the <vast <majority of online <pornography was 
downloade from business base overseas, over which it had no <control. 
108. the <telecom <authority tib said it had taken an <administrative <measure 
against the <site but another <report <suggest that talks are under way. 
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109. we have rely on a <mix of <common <sense, the sound of the name in 
<arabic, and <common <usage in <source <material, the <press, or 
<government <document. 
110. when making ice <cream at home, be <sure to read and be <familiar with 
the <directions for your <particular appliance, be it hand crank or 
<electrical. 
111. the former <england <defend add on <twitter : for <clarity, there will be 
no name <change, no ground <change and management and <committee 
as before. 
112. bollinger had a spell in english <domestic cricket with worcestershire in 
2007, when his 16 <championship wicket came at an average of 44.56. 
113. along with former <england <captain david beckham, gigg, schole, butt 
and the neville brother were part of one of the most <successful <periods 
in the club's <history, have made their <senior debut in the early 1990s. 
114. cui hongjian, an <expert on <europe <affair from the <china <institute of 
<international <study, tell the <china news <service that <france 
<establish tie with <china at a time when the <west was <suspicious of 
<beije. 
115. note the decline as well as netizens' angry call to <boycott a <malaysia 
singer's performance, a <commentary in the <global times urge people to 
refrain from showing <extreme feelings. 
116. <reduce costs the imf say a key part of <ukraine's <reform <programme 
will focus on the country's state own <energy <company, <naftogaz, which 
<import <gas from <russia <energy <giant <gazprom. 
117. though <novel for its open <endorse of <indiscriminate killing, bin ladin's 
1998 <declaration was only the latest in the <long <series of his <public 
and <private call since 1992 that single out the united states for <attack. 
118. mick ord, manage <director at bae <system naval ship, said : these are the 
largest and most powerful warship ever <construct for the royal navy so 
we need to keep finding smart, safe and more <efficient ways of working. 
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119. in 2013 <ukraine was rank 144 out of 177 in <transparency 
<international's <corruption <perception <index. 
120. fifpro, the world footballers' <association, is concerned about the add 
strain it will place on player. 
121. at aproximate 9am this morning i have <received a phone call from freddie 
lound. 
122. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
123. a <technocrat <consciousness <develop which <affected everyone ; not 
<simply those <repressed by the <dominant. 
124. early, <ukraine's interim <interior <minister said an <arrest warrant had 
been <issue for mr yanukovych. 
125. first, the <bomb <signal a new <terrorist challenge, one whose <rage and 
<malice had no <limit. 
126. the <acid should be add to the whites just as they begin to become frothy 
during beating. 
127. that means the <phone are <constant look for a network to join including 
previous use network. 
128. in 2013 <ukraine was rank 144 out of 177 in <transparency 
<international's <corruption <perception <index. 
129. if you are just setting up house, you will need to keep some basic, <herb 
and spice on hand to be <prepared for any recipe. 
130. if you are <double a <recipe <originally calling for 2 cup of <liquid, use 
only 3-3/4 cup of <liquid in the <double <recipe. 
131. through the windshield, i saw my roommate's million dollar smile flash at 
me from the billboard on the side of a <bus. 
132. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
133. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
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134. the best four team in each <division who have not already <qualified for 
<euro 2020 will play off for the <final four <place in the <tournament. 
135. at 18 <minutes after noon on <february 26,1993, a huge <bomb went off 
beneath the two tower of the world trade center. 
136. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
137. the former <england <defend add on <twitter : for <clarity, there will be 
no name <change, no ground <change and management and <committee 
as before. 
138. when making ice <cream at home, be <sure to read and be <familiar with 
the <directions for your <particular appliance, be it hand crank or 
<electrical. 
139. the munster <captain went off midway through the <second half of 
saturday's 13-10 defeat by <england at twickenham with a hamstring 
strain. 
140. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
141. this is not the time for us to begin to retreat, and <certainly not the time to 
cut our <military, <republican <representative michael turner told 
bloomberg news. 
142. last week the two <credit <card <company <block <service to some 
<russia bank customer, after us <sanction <impose in <response to 
<russia's <annexation of <crimea. 
143. amsa said nine <military aircraft would be scour the area on friday with a 
<civilian aircraft acting as a <communications relay. 
144. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
145. <extreme <emotion meanwhile, <media are try to <calm <extreme 
<emotion display by netizen over the missing <malaysia plane. 
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146. worker building the uk's largestvever warship are use a mobile 
<application to <stop them get lost inside the huge vessel. 
147. <italy's newly sworn-in <prime <minister matteo renzi set out a bold 
<vision of <reform, <hour before winning a <crucial <confidence <vote in 
his new <government. 
148. that man was a former kgb <officer, vladimir putin, and he has been in 
<charge of the world's largest country, as <president or <prime <minister, 
ever since. 
149. however, the body said the <vast <majority of online <pornography was 
downloade from business base overseas, over which it had no <control. 
150. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
151. these new <electronic <message are hard to <actual in <practice, and the 
<post - <socialist world of <global <empire far hard to <conceptualize in 
<terms of <improvement and <barbarism. 
152. mr renzi, who is also mayor of <florence, told the <senate on monday that 
<italy, the third biggest <economy in the <eurozone, had to get <serious 
about tackle its <public <finances. 
153. i need him like i need my heart to beat, and he had put himself in great 
jeopardy, <risk everything for me. 
154. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
155. scotland, wales and northern ireland rank 31, 34 and 39 <respectively by 
uefa could find themselves play each other in the third or fourth <division 
use the current <national team <coefficient. 
156. following the <intense <economic and <politics <turbulence of <recent 
month, <ukraine has achieve some <stability but face <difficult challenge, 
the imf's <mission <chief for <ukraine said in a statement. 
157. early on tuesday, his broad <coalition won a <vote of <confidence in the 
<senate by 169 <vote in <favour to 139 against. 
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158. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
159. the bbc's will ross in <lago say this comment is likely to anger people who 
have had their lives turn upside down by the <violence. 
160. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
161. both player should benefit from the fact that <ireland have a two-week 
break before their next fixture. 
162. in 2013 <ukraine was rank 144 out of 177 in <transparency 
<international's <corruption <perception <index. 
163. unrest in <ukraine began in <november when mr yanukovych <reject a 
landmark <association and trade deal with the eu in <favour of close tie 
with <russia. 
164. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
165. all study found <excess <risk for <person with very low bmi, but that 
<person with <moderately high bmi had little or no <extra <risk <except in 
<certain small subset. 
166. michael dunn, <program manager on <xbox live, did not go into <detail 
about what such rewards would be but did say that the <majority of game 
will fall into this level. 
167. the 36 year old was <eventually bowl by <england's quickest and most 
<effective bowler, chri jordan 2-28, have face 51 balls. 
168. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
169. <italy giovanna amati was the last woman to enter the world 
<championship, though she fail to <qualify for three races with brabham in 
1992 and was subsequent drop. 
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170. he was knight last year in <recognition of mastermind <britain cycling's 
<record <success at the <beije and <london <olympic and bradley wiggins' 
<tour de <france <victory. 
171. i am very <excited about the <opportunity to play with kent, bollinger 
said. 
172. this new <capitalism also require <direct <legitimate, this time use 
<culture. 
173. many healthy old <adult <report <gradual weight <gain throughout <adult 
life. 
174. i am very <excited about the <opportunity to play with kent, bollinger 
said. 
175. some <relative of the flight's 153 <china <passenger have <refuse to 
<accept the <malaysia account of <event and <accused <official of 
withhold <information. 
176. he said the <administration would also <recommend close some <domestic 
<military bases in 2017, though such <proposal have been <reject by 
<congress in recent years. 
177. it is <symbolic <exchange, where the <relation is tie, and this <exchange 
<exclude any <surplus : anything that cannot be <exchange or <symbolic 
share would break the <reciprocity and <institute power. 
178. <mystery still surround the fate of the <malaysia airline <boeing 777 
which vanish from <civilian <radar screen less than an <hour after taking 
off from <kuala <lumpur on a <routine flight to <beije. 
179. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
180. cook, stirring, over medium heat about 1 <minute but do not allow flour to 
brown. 
181. when i went to the <hospital, her nose was broken her jaw was shatter, 
held together by wire. 
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182. first, the <bomb <signal a new <terrorist challenge, one whose <rage and 
<malice had no <limit. 
183. even as i write this, the feeble minded control bill is edging its way 
through both house of <parliament. 
184. mr renzi <propose <election <law change, <tax cut and <investment in job 
to tackle <italy's ail <economy. 
185. as a <result, many firm have turn to the medium to advertise their <product 
and <service in an attempt to attract new customer, helping boost growth 
of <company such as <sina. 
186. these new <electronic <message are hard to <actual in <practice, and the 
<post - <socialist world of <global <empire far hard to <conceptualize in 
<terms of <improvement and <barbarism. 
187. you can use the same method for pear, which will reach the <desire soft 
within 15 to 30 <minutes. 
188. within hour of the <launch, <word became the most downloade 
<application for <ipad in apple's <app store. 
189. all study found <excess <risk for <person with very low bmi, but that 
<person with <moderately high bmi had little or no <extra <risk <except in 
<certain small subset. 
190. i did not think too much of all this, account of it happen about two or three 
times ever night, except this time, i thought i <recognize one of the 
<participant. 
191. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
192. i <received word that my father had been seen wonder the wild near the 
<dunland. 
193. you can use the same method for pear, which will reach the <desire soft 
within 15 to 30 <minutes. 
194. mr renzi <propose <election <law change, <tax cut and <investment in job 
to tackle <italy's ail <economy. 
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195. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
196. the crush of <hungary in 1956 and <czechoslovakia in 1968 bore witness 
to soviet resolve. 
197. following the <intense <economic and <politics <turbulence of <recent 
month, <ukraine has achieve some <stability but face <difficult challenge, 
the imf's <mission <chief for <ukraine said in a statement. 
198. they are acting <directly against the request of seve ballestero, a golf who 
the <europe <tour itself always <describe as have made an <important 
<contribution to the <development of the <tour. 
199. mr erdogan, who face <important <local <election on sunday, <accuse 
<social <media of spread <misinform and <suggest early that ban could be 
applied to both <youtube and <facebook. 
200. he said he would support the <candidacy of stepashin the surname of the 
recently sack <prime <minister rather than that of his little known 
<successor, before making an <embarrass <correction. 
201. he's been committed ever since, a <clandestine freedom fighter, 
<autonomous, <place his <device alone or with a few other <cadre, 
<exchange <plan and <ideology <instruction only through safe <message 
drops. 
202. hodgson believe bring in a <professional <sports <psychologist to work on 
<penalty kicks in training before the <tournament may could leave his 
player better <equip to handle the <pressure of a shootout. 
203. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
204. mcdowell highlight donaldson's play over the <final nine hole as the key to 
the <pair's <victory. 
205. i want to teach children that even the most bore of <subject, like <history, 
can be exciting. 
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206. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
207. we have rely on a <mix of <common <sense, the sound of the name in 
<arabic, and <common <usage in <source <material, the <press, or 
<government <document. 
208. the <authority for <television on <demand atvod said the matter was so 
<urgent that it was <critical the <legislation is enact during this 
<parliament. 
209. mick ord, manage <director at bae <system naval ship, said : these are the 
largest and most powerful warship ever <construct for the royal navy so 
we need to keep finding smart, safe and more <efficient ways of working. 
210. whip <cream or <evaporate milk, melt marshmallow, beaten egg, <gelatin, 
rennet <tablet and other <ingredient are all <additive use to <prevent the 
<formation of <large ice <crystal as well as to improve or vary flavor. 
211. unrest in <ukraine began in <november when mr yanukovych <reject a 
landmark <association and trade deal with the eu in <favour of close tie 
with <russia. 
212. as sophomore <active in <language <club i, <russia ; khadijah, <france we 
both manned <table, sell borscht and mousse outside the <cafeteria after 
school. 
213. research firm gartner <predict about 271 <million <tablet will be ship this 
year only slightly less than its forecast of 277 <million pcs and laptop and 
apple's <ipad is current the bestsell model. 
214. he's been committed ever since, a <clandestine freedom fighter, 
<autonomous, <place his <device alone or with a few other <cadre, 
<exchange <plan and <ideology <instruction only through safe <message 
drops. 
215. mr wilkinson who began <develop the snoopy software three years ago as 
a side <project gave the bbc a preview of the <technology ahead of its 
release. 
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216. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
217. the <national <security <agency, the huge <defense <department <signal 
<collection <agency, ramp up its <communications <intercept network and 
<search its <database for clue. 
218. on thursday <president vladimir putin told <member of <russia's upper 
house of <parliament that the <government and <central <bank were 
working on a <national <payment <system. 
219. the <telecom <authority tib said it had taken an <administrative <measure 
against the <site but another <report <suggest that talks are under way. 
220. when making ice <cream at home, be <sure to read and be <familiar with 
the <directions for your <particular appliance, be it hand crank or 
<electrical. 
221. i believe those who can no long function at an <acceptable level have the 
right to die. 
222. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
223. however, he add that both country have to move beyond <strategic 
<partnership and <glorious past to strengthen <cooperation in other area. 
224. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
225. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
226. whenever i made the mistake of pay <attention, i would find my right foot 
push hard into the floorboard, my body <instinctive try to hit the brake. 
227. the <democratic <party leader, who is not an mp, acknowledge that at 39, 
he was not even old enough to be a <member of the upper house. 
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228. a uk <industry <regulator has call for the law to be <change to require 
<pornography <site to carry out <age check before grant <access. 
229. i slip quick from the glare of the hallway into the gloom of the <library 
and for a few <moments i could see nothing. 
230. for mixed <recipe require <pasta, it's best to cook the <pasta <separate to 
al dente <texture and add <just before <serving. 
231. he's been committed ever since, a <clandestine freedom fighter, 
<autonomous, <place his <device alone or with a few other <cadre, 
<exchange <plan and <ideology <instruction only through safe <message 
drops. 
232. the strong <performance of <weibo's advertising and value-added <service 
in the fourth quarter allow us to end 2013 with strong top line and bottom 
line growth, said charles chao, <chief <executive of <sina. 
233. <italy giovanna amati was the last woman to enter the world 
<championship, though she fail to <qualify for three races with brabham in 
1992 and was subsequent drop. 
234. in a <similar plea, a <beije news <commentary <defend the singe and 
<criticise prominent <figures for fan <nationalistic feelings by making 
<negative <remark on <malaysia. 
235. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
236. sprinkle the breadcrumb over the top then return to the oven to heat 
through for 5-8 <minutes or until the cheese and pastry have turn golden 
brown. 
237. the <national <security <agency, the huge <defense <department <signal 
<collection <agency, ramp up its <communications <intercept network and 
<search its <database for clue. 
238. old <adult are <frequent counsel to lose weight, even though there is little 
<evidence that overweight is <associate with increase <mortality in those 
over <age 65. 
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239. after your ice <cream is done, let it sit in the freezer for about four <hour 
before <consume it to let it <develop flavor and <texture. 
240. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
241. as a <result, many firm have turn to the medium to advertise their <product 
and <service in an attempt to attract new customer, helping boost growth 
of <company such as <sina. 
242. these <fruits, along with raw <fig, <kiwifruit, <guava, <ginger root, and 
<papaya <contain an <enzyme call <bromelain which break down <gelatin 
cause it to lose its thicken <property. 
243. for mixed <recipe require <pasta, it's best to cook the <pasta <separate to 
al dente <texture and add <just before <serving. 
244. and rosberg almost lost <control on his way into the pit lane as he brake 
down to the <point where the speed <limit start. 
245. the teacher who are excited are the one who care about the student and the 
<subject matter. 
246. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
247. <creator of the <application say it could also be <develop to be help 
<construction worker on other <large ship or <construction <project, as 
well as <potential being use in <large building and underground <transport 
network. 
248. mick ord, manage <director at bae <system naval ship, said : these are the 
largest and most powerful warship ever <construct for the royal navy so 
we need to keep finding smart, safe and more <efficient ways of working. 
249. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
250. the <acid should be add to the whites just as they begin to become frothy 
during beating. 
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251. <profit at <sina corp, owner of <china's largest twitter like <site <weibo, 
surge in the fourth quarter, boost by a jump in advertising revenue. 
252. if you want to avoid an oily <film which might cloud the <surface by use 
oil spray, simply rinse the mold with cold water prior to filling. 
253. the goal is to <determine whether <analyse <base on years of life or on yhl 
would provide substantive <different <result, and which <measure would 
yield more powerful <evaluate of weight <modification <intervention in 
old <adult. 
254. such <recommendation remain <controversial, however, because the 
<number of study of old <person is fairly small, and because few study 
have <examine the <relation of bmi to <quality of life or years of healthy 
life in the elderly. 
255. he's been committed ever since, a <clandestine freedom fighter, 
<autonomous, <place his <device alone or with a few other <cadre, 
<exchange <plan and <ideology <instruction only through safe <message 
drops. 
256. this is why mr wilkinson say that <smartphone and other device that use 
wireless <technology such as oyster <cards use rfid <radio <frequency 
<identification or <bank <cards with chip can betray their user. 
257. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
258. his whereabouts are unknown but he was <report to have been in the 
crimean <peninsula on sunday. 
259. hodgson believe bring in a <professional <sports <psychologist to work on 
<penalty kicks in training before the <tournament may could leave his 
player better <equip to handle the <pressure of a shootout. 
260. as us and <russia <position become entrenched over the <situation in 
<ukraine, <russia has <react to the <boycott by <visa and mastercard of 
some <russia <bank by saying it will launch its own <payment <system. 
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261. lotus are still struggle with reliability <problem <cause by being under 
<prepared for the start of the <season because their car <programme was 
late, a knock on <effect of <budget <problem <suffer through 2013. 
262. he's been committed ever since, a <clandestine freedom fighter, 
<autonomous, <place his <device alone or with a few other <cadre, 
<exchange <plan and <ideology <instruction only through safe <message 
drops. 
263. she <serve out for the first set and picked up another <double break at the 
start of the <second before sealing <victory when cornet lofted a forehand 
long. 
264. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
265. we have rely on a <mix of <common <sense, the sound of the name in 
<arabic, and <common <usage in <source <material, the <press, or 
<government <document. 
266. this new <form of <capitalism use a <different kind of <production and 
allow the <biblical curse of <necessary labour, to be broken 
<technological. 
267. in 2013 <ukraine was rank 144 out of 177 in <transparency 
<international's <corruption <perception <index. 
268. he was unlikely to head the <russia <government for more than a couple of 
month anyway, so why bother. 
269. as sophomore <active in <language <club i, <russia ; khadijah, <france we 
both manned <table, sell borscht and mousse outside the <cafeteria after 
school. 
270. whenever i made the mistake of pay <attention, i would find my right foot 
push hard into the floorboard, my body <instinctive try to hit the brake. 
271. the <regulator already forces uk <base <site to carry out <age <verify 
check before <explicit <photograph and <video can be view. 
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272. you can bring egg whites to room <temperature by setting the egg out on 
your <counter at least 30 <minutes in <advance of your <preparation. 
273. the <national <security <agency, the huge <defense <department <signal 
<collection <agency, ramp up its <communications <intercept network and 
<search its <database for clue. 
274. <weibo's surge in <popularity gave user new <opportunity for self - 
<expression, but it also <attract the <attention of <authority who move 
swift to <silence <voice online. 
275. mr wilkinson who began <develop the snoopy software three years ago as 
a side <project gave the bbc a preview of the <technology ahead of its 
release. 
276. as sophomore <active in <language <club i, <russia ; khadijah, <france we 
both manned <table, sell borscht and mousse outside the <cafeteria after 
school. 
277. if you are just setting up house, you will need to keep some basic, <herb 
and spice on hand to be <prepared for any recipe. 
278. for mixed <recipe require <pasta, it's best to cook the <pasta <separate to 
al dente <texture and add <just before <serving. 
279. once the user has join the disguise network, the rogue <operator can then 
steal any <information that the user <enter while on that network including 
email password, <facebook account <information, and even <banking 
<detail. 
280. mick ord, manage <director at bae <system naval ship, said : these are the 
largest and most powerful warship ever <construct for the royal navy so 
we need to keep finding smart, safe and more <efficient ways of working. 
281. <russia has step up its rhetoric against <ukraine's new western-leaning 
leadership as <tension rise over the oust of <president viktor yanukovych. 
282. <italy's newly sworn-in <prime <minister matteo renzi set out a bold 
<vision of <reform, <hour before winning a <crucial <confidence <vote in 
his new <government. 
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283. it was not because of <pressure from germany chancellor angela merkel or 
the head of the <europe <central <bank, he said, but because we have to do 
it out of <respect for our children. 
284. <reduce costs the imf say a key part of <ukraine's <reform <programme 
will focus on the country's state own <energy <company, <naftogaz, which 
<import <gas from <russia <energy <giant <gazprom. 
285. lotus are still struggle with reliability <problem <cause by being under 
<prepared for the start of the <season because their car <programme was 
late, a knock on <effect of <budget <problem <suffer through 2013. 
286. <originally <capitalism had <legitimate itself through <economic <notions 
of <just <exchange in the <market, however due to the <change within 
<capitalism, the <exchange <process itself now <operate under <politics 
<control. 
287. and rosberg almost lost <control on his way into the pit lane as he brake 
down to the <point where the speed <limit start. 
288. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
289. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
290. to avoid clump, dry unflavored <gelatin should be <mixed with a little 
cold water first for 3 to 5 <minutes to moisten and <separate before add 
hot water. 
291. following the <intense <economic and <politics <turbulence of <recent 
month, <ukraine has achieve some <stability but face <difficult challenge, 
the imf's <mission <chief for <ukraine said in a statement. 
292. <mystery still surround the fate of the <malaysia airline <boeing 777 
which vanish from <civilian <radar screen less than an <hour after taking 
off from <kuala <lumpur on a <routine flight to <beije. 
293. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
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294. i mean, if you want to talk <suspicion, why do not you start by look at the 
<package that turn up on my doorstep. 
295. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
296. add milk and cook and stir 1 or 2 <minutes until mixture come to boil and 
thicken. 
297. you can use the same method for pear, which will reach the <desire soft 
within 15 to 30 <minutes. 
298. in 2013 <ukraine was rank 144 out of 177 in <transparency 
<international's <corruption <perception <index. 
299. the munster <captain went off midway through the <second half of 
saturday's 13-10 defeat by <england at twickenham with a hamstring 
strain. 
300. <england, wales and france could all yet grab <championship <glory, 
though, leave schmidt circumspect about <ireland's silverware <chance. 
301. it is the only thing that will <unite them and in <case you have forgotten, 
that jewel was stolen by smaug. 
302. mr renzi <propose <election <law change, <tax cut and <investment in job 
to tackle <italy's ail <economy. 
303. there is no <technical issue on our side and we are look into the <situation, 
a <google inc spokesperson said in a statement to reuter. 
304. the <regulator already forces uk <base <site to carry out <age <verify 
check before <explicit <photograph and <video can be view. 
305. however, <russia's foreign <ministry also issue a strong word statement 
saying a <forced change of power was taking <place in <ukraine and 
accused interim leader of passing new law aim at infringe the 
<humanitarian rights of <russia and other ethnic <minority. 
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306. in <february 1998, the 40-year-old <saudi <exile usama bin ladin and a 
<fugitive <egypt <physician, ayman al zawahiri, <arrange from their 
<afghanistan headquarters for an <arabic newspaper in <london to 
<publish what they term a fatwa <issue in the name of a world <islam 
front. 
307. as sophomore <active in <language <club i, <russia ; khadijah, <france we 
both manned <table, sell borscht and mousse outside the <cafeteria after 
school. 
308. sprinkle the breadcrumb over the top then return to the oven to heat 
through for 5-8 <minutes or until the cheese and pastry have turn golden 
brown. 
309. northern ireland's graeme mcdowell and wales' jamie donaldson help 
<europe <establish a 5-0 lead over <asia in the inaugural <eurasia <cup in 
<kuala <lumpur. 
310. gigg, in his 24th <season as a player at old trafford, is join in the venture 
by the neville brother, gary and phil, paul schole and nicky butt. 
311. he then <suggest it would become so unsafe that even the <governor 
would not be able to stay there. 
312. in 2013 <ukraine was rank 144 out of 177 in <transparency 
<international's <corruption <perception <index. 
313. i slip quick from the glare of the hallway into the gloom of the <library 
and for a few <moments i could see nothing. 
314. <chocolate glaze : break <chocolate into <large chunk and <place in a 4-
cup glass <measure cup or deep <micro safe <bowl. 
315. in this paper we study whether bmi at baseline is <associate with living 
long, and/or with more years of being healthy, in a <cohort of old <adult 
for whom <risk <factor, <subclinic disease, and morbidity are well 
<characterize. 
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316. the <platform <navigation <application works by allow shipyard 
<construction worker to use an <encrypte <application to <scan one of 
3,600 qr <code located at <compartment <entrance, before <type in their 
<destination on the carrier. 
317. it is the only thing that will <unite them and in <case you have forgotten, 
that jewel was stolen by smaug. 
318. within hour of the <launch, <word became the most downloade 
<application for <ipad in apple's <app store. 
319. <originally <capitalism had <legitimate itself through <economic <notions 
of <just <exchange in the <market, however due to the <change within 
<capitalism, the <exchange <process itself now <operate under <politics 
<control. 
320. gary neville, who had his first united trial in <salford, said : <salford <city 
<represent those early years, the commitment, hunger, <enthusiasm, 
<desire and <spirit of <football and i am very <excited about this venture. 
321. he's been committed ever since, a <clandestine freedom fighter, 
<autonomous, <place his <device alone or with a few other <cadre, 
<exchange <plan and <ideology <instruction only through safe <message 
drops. 
322. she remember <africa and her other lover, jean baudrillard, saying for the 
<primitive, eat, drink, and living are first of all acts that are <exchange : if 
they are not <exchange, they do not occur. 
323. the <democratic <party leader, who is not an mp, acknowledge that at 39, 
he was not even old enough to be a <member of the upper house. 
324. <media <analyse the friendly <china <france <relations as mr xi began his 
state <visit from the south eastern city of <lyon on wednesday. 
325. but many <industry watch have speculate that mr ballmer deliberate delay 
its release in order to debut a <tablet touch <centric <version on 
<microsoft's own <surface <machine before bring it to a compete 
<platform. 
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326. mick ord, manage <director at bae <system naval ship, said : these are the 
largest and most powerful warship ever <construct for the royal navy so 
we need to keep finding smart, safe and more <efficient ways of working. 
327. the <platform <navigation <application works by allow shipyard 
<construction worker to use an <encrypte <application to <scan one of 
3,600 qr <code located at <compartment <entrance, before <type in their 
<destination on the carrier. 
328. such <recommendation remain <controversial, however, because the 
<number of study of old <person is fairly small, and because few study 
have <examine the <relation of bmi to <quality of life or years of healthy 
life in the elderly. 
329. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
330. she is always wait when i <arrive each morning at nine with the mail and 
the times. 
331. when i went to the <hospital, her nose was broken her jaw was shatter, 
held together by wire. 
332. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
333. i mean, hey, louis, do you remember when i <demand that you pay for me 
to go to law school. 
334. first, the <bomb <signal a new <terrorist challenge, one whose <rage and 
<malice had no <limit. 
335. rachel, you want to be a lawyer, you are gon na have to have a lot of 
awkward <conversation. 
336. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
337. it was not because of <pressure from germany chancellor angela merkel or 
the head of the <europe <central <bank, he said, but because we have to do 
it out of <respect for our children. 
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338. these new <electronic <message are hard to <actual in <practice, and the 
<post - <socialist world of <global <empire far hard to <conceptualize in 
<terms of <improvement and <barbarism. 
339. <italy giovanna amati was the last woman to enter the world 
<championship, though she fail to <qualify for three races with brabham in 
1992 and was subsequent drop. 
340. the <national <security <agency, the huge <defense <department <signal 
<collection <agency, ramp up its <communications <intercept network and 
<search its <database for clue. 
341. as sophomore <active in <language <club i, <russia ; khadijah, <france we 
both manned <table, sell borscht and mousse outside the <cafeteria after 
school. 
342. gigg, in his 24th <season as a player at old trafford, is join in the venture 
by the neville brother, gary and phil, paul schole and nicky butt. 
343. mr renzi <propose <election <law change, <tax cut and <investment in job 
to tackle <italy's ail <economy. 
344. we are making all the wrong <decision in <terms of the bang for the buck 
that we are get for the <budget. 
345. haberma view this <interdependence as meaning <capitalist growth had no 
<limit because <science and <technology were the new leading 
<productive <forces. 
346. when making ice <cream at home, be <sure to read and be <familiar with 
the <directions for your <particular appliance, be it hand crank or 
<electrical. 
347. since they hold their shape well and can be store at room <temperature for 
more than a month, they are a perfect <choice to ship as gift from the 
kitchen. 
348. <italy's newly sworn-in <prime <minister matteo renzi set out a bold 
<vision of <reform, <hour before winning a <crucial <confidence <vote in 
his new <government. 
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349. the solicitor, who looks to be younger than myself, seem <convinced an 
impoverish twenty two year old woman could not possibly tend to the 
needs of a nineteen year old. 
350. in a <similar plea, a <beije news <commentary <defend the singe and 
<criticise prominent <figures for fan <nationalistic feelings by making 
<negative <remark on <malaysia. 
351. since they hold their shape well and can be store at room <temperature for 
more than a month, they are a perfect <choice to ship as gift from the 
kitchen. 
352. <payment <process would be <ordered not to handle fee for premium 
<service such as higher <definition or long <clip from uk citizen to 
unregistered <site. 
353. within hour of the <launch, <word became the most downloade 
<application for <ipad in apple's <app store. 
354. we are making all the wrong <decision in <terms of the bang for the buck 
that we are get for the <budget. 
355. <evaporate milk <triple in <volume when whip whereas heavy <cream 
<doubles in <volume. 
356. but i just got a phone call about a really big <audition, so can you go finish 
it. 
357. when use <sugar with unflavored <gelatin, <mix the <sugar and <gelatin 
first before <dissolve. 
358. he glance at the <attach picture of a young girl with a pile of stuff <animal 
on her bed. 
359. mr young, of amsa, said it represent the best estimate of the area in which 
the aircraft is likely to have <enter the <ocean and took account of 
<possible drift. 
360. last week the two <credit <card <company <block <service to some 
<russia bank customer, after us <sanction <impose in <response to 
<russia's <annexation of <crimea. 
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Appendix C 
The survey sentences that were used in the Chapter 7 
Please rate each sentence using a scale between 1 and 5, with 1 being the 
easiest and 5 being the hardest. 
1. Drop me a line when you are in Brisbane. 
2. People have to stay behind the line when waiting for the bus. 
3. My dog always barks at the mailman. 
4. The tree’s bark was brown. 
5. You can see the building when you cross to the north bank. 
6. I have received the bank statement. 
7. The kids have to be careful when using the bat in the baseball. 
8. This large bat lives in South America and feeds on fish. 
9. You have to make sure you are fast enough to duck the fireballs. 
10. We saw the duck swimming in the water. 
11. You can plant apples on this farmland. 
12. Businessmen buy some new plants because of the bad economy. 
13. Flowers have different colours in spring. 
14. The cat is ready to spring. 
15. He walked away with both my pen and paper. 
16. He puts the child in a play pen. 
17. I must file them down because they are too long. 
18. He reads each file one by one to find the secret. 
19. It is cheaper to rent a flat when stay in Europe. 
20. The countryside around here is flat. 
 
